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Topeka, Kas.,
Oct.
Fifteen
hundred farmers, representing twenty
states are on their way to Topeka as
delegates to the farmers'
business congress. They represent
the
of a million membership of the Farmers' Educational
and
Union of America
an organization cf phenomenal growth
formed to unionize control of farm
product prices.
The paramount issue just now is
the price of wheat. Flans have been
laid In a systematic way for cornering the entire wheat crop of the United States, and to hold the wheat In
elevators until a rrce
satisfactory to union leaders is agreed
upon.
The cornering process Is already
well under way so far as preliminaries are concerned, and it is a part of
the program of the congress to bring
impending matters to a conclusion.
Jas. Butler of Topeka, a national
director of the Farmers' union and
the originator of the idea for holding
this congress, will call the assemblage to order and Introduce C. S.
Barrett of Atwater, da., as temporary
presiding officer. Mr. Barrett Is the
national president of the union. E. O.
Calvin, president of the Texas state
union, will most likely be the permanent chairman of the congress.
elevator plan is
The
being pushed rapidly. During the first
ten days of September, this year, forty-five
charters for' such elevators
were issued In South Dakota, and
Minnesota already, has 127 of them in
operation, while Kansas and Nebraska
have loo each. Oklahoma conies to
the front with eighty, and others are
under course of construction in several states.
The union Is particularly strong In
the south, the state of Georgia alone
having 90,000 members. The south-er- a
farmer, while not vitally Interested in the wheat crop, is quite willing
g
to
with his
neighbor of the noth and west, by
way of reciprocation for favors extended In the recently won battle for
an Increase In the price of cotton.
The cottrir. spates hope, through the
ualou, to Induce t.n federal government to restore a $6,O00.Oon civil war
tax levy, which was placed n cotton
back in the 'GOs. 'A deman i is to be
made upon congress at lis : ext session to reimburse the cot1 iu states
for this levy, and It Is pr insert that
the money shall be tun: .! into the
public school fund of the everal cotton Mates
The congress to meet In Topeka today is under the general auspices of
the Farmers' Educational &
Union of America.

AND THE

0FJ131 ,000,000

The Sunset
on the Southern Pacific,
which left for California at 11:56 this
morning, was wrecked near Botte,
La., this afternoon. A number of
people are reported killed.
Mew Orleans, Oct. 22.

iJmlted

LABOR IS SCARCE ON
SOUTH AND WEST ROADS
New York, Oct. 22. So great is the
scarcity of labor In Georgia, Alabama
and Kansas that the progress of several railroads Is belns greatly retarded.

In Georgia the construction of several
lines Is almost .at a standstill and the
same complaint comes from Arizona
and New Mexico. A labor agent here
has announced that he can give employment to as many as 20,000 tomorrow.
ITS

STOCKS AND BONDS LARGELY
Toledo, Ohio, Oct. z2. A special
meeting of the stockholders of the
Wabas.i railroad company wa3 held
here today, at which it was decided to
Increase the $2,000,000 of 4 per cent
bonds and the capital stock to the
amount of $131,000,000. These bonds
which are refunding are to be for
fifty years and the existing bonds are
to be retired and the amount left, after
this is don will be used for the Interment of the property. Of the increase In capital $10,500,000 is to be
preferred stock and $81,000,0. - is to
be common stock.
IMPORTANT MIING ROAD
NEARS ACTUAL COMPLETION
Seattle, Wash.. Oct. 22. The branch
the north of Okanogan
lino thrnye-county on the Columbia and Okanogan rivers to Oroville will be opened
for traffic in a day or two. and will,
no doubt, cause great activity in that
district. When this line is open
freight can be taken from the mining
camp of Nighthawk, covering the
Palmer mountain section of mines,
and north to the Canadian line. One
of the oldest mines in this district is
the Wehe Consolidated at Wehesville,
the work on which has been desultory
for years, owing to lack of railroad
facilities. This will now be worked
to its fullest extent, and quite recently a croRs cut from the tunnel enledge paralcountered a copper-gol- d
leling the ledge that the tunnel has
lieen following. The Rich Bar at
Nighthawk is piling up ore ready for
the railroad and new mines are being
In all the district improspected.
mense quantities of ore are being
piled for shipment and great activity

reign.

Havana, Oct. 22. There Is also the
Spanish point of view to be taken
when the effect of American intervention In Cuba is considered.
It la reflected by La Union Kspanola, which
has long carried at its masthead the
declaration that it Is published in the
interests of the Spaniards of the island. La I'nion is frankly hostile to
the Americans. The editor says he
is opposed to the attitude of the United tales toward Culm, "the annexation of which within a long or short
time it has decreed."
On the other hand, in a long editorial, he has this scathiig review
of the Talma government:
"The republic of Cuba was not a
republic of producers, but one of bureaucrats. Had there been places for
some hundreds more the constitution
might have remained intact.
"As a matter of fact those who
had true grievances
have remained
silent and patiently carried all the
burdens, the climax of their misfortunes being reached when they had
to suft"r the disastrous effects of the
revolution. None in Cuba had more
cause for complaint than the merchants and manufacturers, yet neither merchants nor manufacturers had
anything tr do with the war nor were
invited to help in the restoration of
peace. They are called upon to pay
the contributions imposed by the bureaucracy and had no voice, nor vote,
nor any redress for their grievances.
"The governor general's investigations will soon convince him that the
'rue revolution against Spain resulted
from excessive taxation and bad administration.
The merchants
and
manufacturers now pay heavier tribute than ever, heavier, too, than in
any other country In the world, and
in this country, which Marti dreamed
was to be a republic, a larger bureaucratic body is maintained than in
any other country with four time3
the number of Inhabitants, and these
receive higher salaries. than are paid
In the most flourishing nations of the
earth. One fact will suffice to give
an idea of the scandalous extent to
which this. is true. In the times of
greatest bureaucratic excess during
the Spanish domination, there were
in the city council of Havana ninety-fou- r
employes, including the secretaries of the lieutenant mayor. At
present, there are more than 400 employes of the city ouncil with salaries much higher than were received
during Spanish times. A like state of
things will be found by the governor
general in all the dependencies of the
state, the province and the municipality, and to support this great army
of parasites the imports and exactions
are exorbitant. The land tax, manufacturing license, customs duties all
absolutely all, rest upon commerce
and manufacturing, almost crushing
them out of existence. This imperiously cries for a remedy which must
begin with the reduction of the immense bureaucracy which is sucking
the blood from the country and discrediting the administration."
For these conditions I.a Union
blames Palma's subordinates.

wheat-growin-

s

FARMERS THE GREAT
MEET AT TOPEKA

MONEY

Top' Xa, Kan.. Oct. 22. At the annual nKeting of the Fanners'
association held here today,
2500 delegates from Kansas, Nebraska. Iowa. Oklahoma, North and South
Dakota. Wisconsin, Missouri, ColoraTexas, Arkansas,
do. New Mexico,
lxmisana. Mississippi, Alabama and
Georgia registered. The gathering
was ilw- largest of its kind ever held
in the 1'nlted States, L. N. Holmes,
Berniee,
la.. president, explained tha- - the object of the congress
was to unite the farmers of the I nlte-States in a permanent organization to
control fjrm products and to secure
the enactment of laws favorable to
Hgricul! urists. None of ihe Mississippi valley states, he said, had a law
ngulaiing the organization and control ot
societies. Kansas
had a law to cover the subject but It
It
inadequate.
was
limited the capital sUk'I. to $100,000 and provides no
means for regulating the amount
which one member may vote. As
there ar" hundreds of telephone, insurance companies and elevators owned by farmers the congress would consider the Lest means for

ers'

McCiiMough.

Heche,

Ark.,

Farm-

Educational and
I'nion of America. S. O. Dawes, president Sta'e Farmers' union, Oklahoma.
C. W. IVckham. Haven, Kansas, presiIndependent
dent of i lie Farmers'
Grain IHal. rs of Kansas; K. J. Cook,
li' ll Ciy, Ah., E. T. Harringer, direc-"oKar? rs Grain Association of Iowa
aid 1. K. Chapman, Dallas, Texas,
secretary Farmers'
State
of Texas, addressed the meeting on
fcUt'V'-'' interest to agriculturist.

r

s

St. Ix)uls, Oct. 22. Former United
Stales Senator J. R. Burton of Kansas, accompanied by his wife and
niece, arrived this morning from his
home at Abilene and surrendered himself to !egln serving his sentence ot
six months In the Ironton, Mo., Jail.
Apparetly he has changed but little
since his conviction a year ago. As
he stepped from the train he said:
"I am feeling very well, exceedingly well under the circumstances,
t had a good night's sleep and ant
greatly refreshed this morning. I expect to go to Ironton today and begin
the life which Is laid out for me."
Mrs. Rurton maintained her composure remarkably well and declared with
spirit: "I never was more proud of my
husband than at this moment, when
he Is on his way to Jail."

WORLD
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MATTERS

FOR PANAMA RIGHT

after
C. S.

BARRETT,
National President Farmers' Union.
READING RAILROAD SHOWS
GOOD FINANCIAL CONDITION

Philadelphia,

Pa.,
Oct. 22. All
of the Reading railroad
on record tomorrow are entitled to a
dividend of 2 per cent
on the second preferred stock, payable on November 10. Under the bylaws of this company an annual dividend must be declared on the preferred stock before one can be paid out
of the common stock. As the company wanted to pay a dividend on the
common stock last May it was decided at that time to set aside enough
money to pay the second preferred
dividend this fall and next spring.
This will amount to $1,680,000, or 4
per cent on $42,000,000 of second preferred stock. The receipts of the
company for the fiscal year 6 ere
being an Increase of $3,008,-00over the previous year. The surplus after deducting nil charges
amounted to $5,1184.471. a decrease of
$1.974.Ko.
The receipts of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron company were $34,4"X.S0(I, being a decrease of $2,000, 8t')!. due to suspension of mining owing to labor 'troubles. The expenditure for Improvements during the year was unusually
large and exceeded those of the previous year by $2,509,708.
semi-annu-
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THE MORNING MUDSLINGER CONTINUES ITS DAILY OUT- OF FILTH AND FALSEHOOD.
THE MUDSLINGER AND THE ORATORS OF THE ARMIJO- ROMERO-MARROCOMBINE SPARE NEITHER
THE LIVING
NOR THE DEAD.
JUDGE CRUMPACKER, DECEASED, WAS NOT PASSED BY,
AND JUDGE
BAKER
COMES IN THIS MORNING
FOR HIS
SHARE.

O. N. MARRON WAS AS ACTIVE
FRIEND OF JUDGE BAKER.
W. B. CHILDERS OR ANYBODY ELSE IN PROTESTING
AGAINST THE REMOVAL OF JUDGE BAKER WITHOUT A HEAR- ING ON A LOT OF TRUMPED UP STUFF WRITTEN PRESUMA- BLY BY F. W. CLANCY AND SIGNED
BY J. F. SULZER
AND
PRINTED IN THE JOURNAL OFFICE.
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT, AS IS WELL KNOWN, REVERSED
HIS ORDER AND AS FAR AS HE COULD DO SO REINSTATED
HIM IN OFFICE.
ALL THIS GOES FOR NOTHING WITH THE
JOURNAL.
MR. CHILDERS AS A LAWYER DOES NOT NEED THE COM- MENDATION OF THE MUDSLINGER AS A CITIZEN, A MAN
AND A REPUBLICAN, ITS VITUPERATION IS HARMLESS
TO

t

Slock exchange today. Under
the rules White will have twenty-fouhours to fulfill his contracts.

Cashier Scares Robbers.
Joplin, Oct. 22. A. V. Manning,
,
casaii-of the county bank a'.
forty miles south of Joplin, early
today exchanged shots with two
e
whom he encountered at work at
ti:e bank. No one wag hurt and the
lolibers escaped Iwthout booty. The
rank was wricked by a charge of! e
dynamite.
Pine-ville-

roli-iie-

rs

j

CHINESE ARMY IN FALL
MANEUVERS LOOKS WELL
(.'hang Te Kue. China. Oct. 22. The
autumn maneuvers of the Chinese imperial army began today. About
troops are engaged. They are
with the Inost modem uc-- I
ritU'8 and guns, and pre-- j
a highly creditable appearance.
No less than thirty military attaches
of foreign powers are waiching the
operations.
liii,-nt- i'i

f

AND CHARACTER
HIS INDEPENDENCE OF ACTION
ARE
TOO WELL KNOWN TO THE PEOPLE OF THE TERRITORY.
WHY AND WHEN HE BECAME A REPUBLICAN IS EQUAL- LY WELL KNOWN.
HE NEVER COULD BE DRIVEN, COAXED

OR PERSUADED
TO
WITH THE JOURNAL CROWD, CLANCY AND
THE PSEUDO REFORM CANDIDATES TO ASSIST THEM IN
THEIR PERSONAL SCHEMES TO OBTAIN AND RETAIN OFFICE
IN BERNALILLO
COUNTY.
EVERYTHING
AND ALMOST EVERYTHING CONNECTED
HAS IN
WITH THE REPUBLICAN PARTY IN NEW
MEXICO
BEEN BETRAYED AND BELIED BY THE MUDSLINGER.
CHIL- TO ESCAPE SUCH A SHOWER WOULD SHOW THAT
ERS WAS NOT WORTHY OF THE SUPPORT OF THE REPUBLI- THIS IS TRUE OF EVERY CANDIDATE ON THE
CAN PARTY.
TURN

Rt PUBLICAN TICKET.
'4

i
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Goes on Battleship Louisiana
Convoyed by Washington
and Tennessee.

ULL THE DAY YESTERDAY

GERMAN AMBASSADOR
TAKES TRIP TO TEXAS
Philadelphia, Oct. 22. Official notice has been posted at League Island
navy yard to the effect that the cruiser Washington will leave on or about
November 1 for Hampton, Ronds. The
Tennessee, It is expected, will pass
out a couple of days later and two
warships will escort President Roosevelt to Panama. The president has
selected the new battleship Louisiana
for his flagship during the voyage. He
planr now to go aboard the Louisiana
at N'.'w York November 8 and to Join
the convoy at Hampton Roads. The
trip will require about six days each
way.

GERMAN AMBASSADOR

WILL
VISIT TEXAS THIS FALL
Washington, I). C, Oct. 22. Baron
Srheck Von Spernberg, German ambassador, has decided to postpone his
trip to icxas until autumn. He finds
he will not liave time this year to
make as long a visit as he desires.
Many changes have been made In
German consular offices In Texas nnd
the nmbaspfldor Is anxious to have an
opi.ort unity to discover what part the
newly established German line steamers to Texas Is playing In the development oi the southwest.

had their curiosity sutlsfled ai.r
visit to the Crow agecy, 70 miles
east of here, where the extensive tribe
of Crows Is holding a big fair. People
have come to the Bhow from all parts
of this and the adjoining states. The
Crow Indians are prol.ai !y the only
tribe In the United States enterprising
enough to get up and have their fair
grounds constructed on the lines of
other associations. Besides an exhibition of all kinds of sports, lor whlel
the Indian Is famous, there are exTiilc
its of lives trick, poultry and vegetables for which large prizes are offered. No gambling of any klnJ is
at the fair and the firit man
caught selling whiskey to mi Indian
will be very summarily deal' with.

i

4

TITLED LADY INTERESTED
IN LABOR QUESTIONS
Iuidon. Oct. 22. The Duchess of
Sutherland, who has been miicii talked
uiiout of late in her capacity as a
playwright, celebrated her 3Kth birthSaturday. She married the
day
Marquis of Strafford on the day she
became 17 anil his succession to his
father made her a duchess at 25. She
lias miny Interests in life motoring,
novelwriting, play
engine driving,
writing and last but uot leam. the
study of the labor question. Friday
night she adilresstd a large labor
meeting at I'attersea. Her eldest boy,
the Marquis of Stafford, is now 17.
CATHOLIC PUBLICATION
CELEBRATES ANNIVERSARY
Cincinnati, Ohio, Oct. 22. Founded
the Cathon the I'.'nd f Oc'ober,
olic Tele::niih today celebrates lis
The Jubilee edition
diamond jubih
is adorned with a cut of Archbishop
Mnclcr and St. peters Cathedral and
data
contains much ecclesiastical
showing tie- ;iottth of Catholicity in

lSl,

Ciiicinnat i.

New-Mexic-

o

and Arizona-Caug- ht
Belt
Crop and Fruits in Fields and Did
MUCH

DAMAGE

TO RAILROADS

IN

COLORADO

1UB

Mercury Sank to Within 15 Degrees of Zero at Colorado
Springs-Sa- lt
Lake and Ogden Suffered Great
Property Loss-Sto- ck
Suffered.
H.
Denver, Oct. 22. Frederick
Brandenburg,
forecaster,
district
makes the following special forecast
of weather conditions:
There has been practically no
change In the distribution of pressure
In the last twenty-fou- r
hours. The
Intensity of the high area overlying
mounRocky
of
the northern half
the
tain region, however, Is less marked,
and the southwestern low area has
lu'Kiin to fill up. Snow has been general In the last twenty-fou- r
hours in
southern, Wyoming, Colorado, northern New Mexico and northern Arizona, wjille rain has been falling In
the upper Mississippi valley and along
the Atlantic coast. Snow is indicated
this afternoon nnd tonight In southern Wyoming, Colorado and northern
New Mexico.
Tuesday will be fair
with rising temperatures except in
Ranchers and Farmers Suffer,
throughout the mountain
region, which began here with rain
Friday, changing to snow Saturday,
subsided this morning. It Is said to
have been the heaviest In this vicinity since 1892. More than a foot of
snow on the level and melted snow
measured one and eight-tent- h
Inches.
The temperature generally fell to 20
degrees. lx)cnlly but little damage
has been done. Sheepmen In Wyoming, Colorado and New Mexico, It Is
believed, will suffer losses, as they
were unprepared, for such severe
weather. Hundreds of tons ot sugar
beets and thousands of barrels of apples are still In the open lu the northern part of Colorado and should the
cold continue the damago will be very
great to ranches. Telegraph aervlce
throughout the west Is badly hampered and trains are Indefinitely lnte.
A storm

y,

,

Covered Colorado and Northern

New Mexico.

Make Payments on Land.
Washington, Oct. 22. The treasury has ordered payment i f $3 521.-0- 'i
through the lu'ei nation.W Bank ing
oonii'iliy of New York, to the Philippine Sugar Kstate Development eom-a:iin filial payment of t li lands.
This payment will Include the Dominican Frijr land purchased nbont which
a (jiiecilnn of title aros. The Dumlu-- i
an land included about 150,tHM) acres,
and the title dispute having arisen,
be government served notice on the
development company, which claimed
ownership, that no money would be
laid over until an absolutely clear
titie was furnished. This having been
don.- payment was ordered.

"

HIM.

d

mm

CROW TRIBE OF INDIANS
HOLDING BIG FAIR
Billings, Mont., Oct. 22. Visitors
and tourists In Unite, who never had
an opportunity of set Ing mnch ul the
western Indian on his native henth,

t i t ( i M i i it e

AS

Stock Gamblers Are Falling.

,

PRESIDENT WILL LEAVE

TO BE ABUSED AND VILLIFIED BY THIS SHEET IS A DEC- LARATIOM OF HONOR TO THE LIVING.
IT WILL CERTANLY
NOT HARM THE DEAD, HOWEVER, INDECENT IT MAY BE.
MR. CHILDERS IS TAKEN TO TASK
FOR
BEING
THE

New York, Oct. 22. The failure of
J. W. Penning, opera'or on the New
York Stock exchange, was announced
on me floor of the exchange today.
The suspesion of P. T. White, heavy
trader, was announced on the Sonsoli-ilate-

l

Union.

POUR

London, Oct. 22. P. MacFadyn,
the MacFadyn bankers, whose
suspension was announced Saturday,
committed fulclde within an hour after pasting the notice of failure on the
door of the bank, by throwing himself
before a train in a tunnel half a mile
away from his place of business.

cMiii.-rn.eiits-

Texas President Farmer

DAILY OUTPOUR

lu an of

r

E. A. CALVIN,

THE MORNING MUDSLINGER'S

GREAT f.ORTHERN COMPLETES
ANOTHER CANADIAN LINE
Winnipeg. Oct. 22. Today saw the
completion of the Great Northern
railroad extension of the Brandon,
Saskatchewan & Hudson Valley road
vd it was announced that the rails
were laid to lirandon. Engineer
T'.irau, in charge of the work, states
that on Oc'ober 6 be had rails laid to
within forty miles of Brandon, to the
Souris river at Carroll; but since
Money Market.
that time wilh largely increased labor
York, Oct. 22. Money on call,
..!.'
and continuous work he has succeedconfirm,
before
3(fi7
finishing
line
per ceut; prime mercantile
the
ed In
paper, fj 6 per cent silver 70
tract t'Lie.

H

WIFE DECLAKEb SHE IS
PKOUD OF HIM AS EVEK

three-quarte-

Mining Railway Is Bureaucracy Worse Than Ever
and Taxation Heavier Than Any
Nearly Completed In WashingOther Part of World.
ton to Stimulate Output.

HAS INCREASED

IS

REMARKABLE.

Important

WABASH

ION'S

OF

STORM ALBUQUERQUE FELT

ST. LOUIS

Little Changed and
Says Feels Vell Under
Circumstances.

TO BE HELD IN

TOPEKA TO PERFECT

In South and Do Not Like 'I his Country but
AsK Us For Reforms in
West That Railway Con-

THE' MERCHANTS

IN

ill

1I

Looks

Lbor So Scarce

WABASH INCREASES DEBT

TON, WIFE AND NIECE

CORNER WHEAT CROP
BIG CONVENTION

struction Is Delayed.

-

10

FARMERS' UNION

.nUMUKK 251

.

snow on the ground. The snow t
drifting at a good many points.
NORTH MINNESOTA COVERED
BY BLANKET OF SNOW
Duluth, Minn., Oct. 22. A blaaket
of heavy snow, six Inches or mor
fell last night in northeastern Minnesota, covering Vermillion and
ranges and extending as far wmat
as Ruston.
M-s-

aba

MORE ABOUT THAT

WEST INDIES HURRICANE
Oct. 22. The first news, at
the terrible West Indies hurries,
which visited the towns of Rn tan. Tela, Utilla, Colorado and El Provine.
Honduras, October 12. was brought
here last night by the Norwegian
steamer Herald, with cargo of fruit.
A number of Vessels were wrecked,
several were destroyed and building
In each of the towns mentioned axtt
badly damaged. The loss to owners
of fruit plantations will, it is stated,
reach almost a million dollars. - To
nritlsh schooner Southern Queen, was.
thrown on the beach at Rnftan aad.
went to pieces in less than an hour.
The Herald suffered somewhat and
will be docked. A tidal wave accompanied the hurricane and swept everything before it. Captain Henrico-s- en
reports that when he left tae
beaches were strewn with vessel
C
an Kinds, including three sailing ve
sels. No lives were reported lost.
Mobile,

SALVATION ARMY TO 8END
MORE ENGLISH EMIGRANTS

Ixmdon, Oct. 22. General Booth
announced that he Is arranging to
send 50,000 emigrants to Canada lit
the spring. Col. Lamb of the Salvation Army, who hns returned from s
trip across Canada to the Pacific.
COLORADO SPRINGS SENDS
which he Inquired Into th
OUT STATEMENT OF STORM during
condition of the Immigrants sent from
Springs,
Colorado
Colo., Oct. 22.
England, states that all the immiA severe blizzard, which had been In grants
are satisfied with their
progress here for forty-eigh- t
hours,
and that no one wants t
broke this morning, lleuvy snows return home.
nro reported In the mountains and
trains are somewhat delayed. Tem- METHODIST MERGER OF
perature here this morning Is 15 deEDUCATIONAL. INSTITUTIONS
grees above zero.
Cincinnati, O., Oct. 22. A merger
A special from Cripple Creek this
of all educational Interests of th
afternoon Bays that two feet of snow Methodist
Episcopal church has fidishns fallen In the Cripple Creek
nally
been
accomplished, the headup
to noon today and It Is still quarters
trict
snowing. At Divide, two miles dis- this city. having been established la
several sessions ot
tant, on the Colorado Midland rail- the national After
executive board, the Natroad, over four feet of snow Is re- ional Fteedman's
Aid and the Southported.
ern Educational society have concluded
labor's
by
approving the
their
LASTED FORTY-EIGHHOURS
merger recommended by the general
IN PUEBLO WITH DAMAGE
conference
committee.
Pueblo, Colo., Oct. 22. A blizzard
which has been raging In this city SUPREME COURT REFUSES
and vicinity since early Saturday afJURISDICTION FOR ROSE
ternoon slightly abated this mornWashington. Oct. 22. The suing. Railroad and street car traffic
la badly crippled. The Rio Grande, preme court of the United States to- -,
west of Pueblo, suffered the most day refused to assume Jurisdiction la
from snow, which Is unusually heavy the case of Mayor Rose of Kansas
along its line, ranging from sixteen City, Kas. A fine of $1,000 was Iminches at Florence to thirty at lluena posed against Rose by the suprem
Vista. Cattle and other stock suffer- court of Kansas for assuming the office of mayor after he had been deed.
posed on the charge of failing to enA special from Heuluh, twenty-eigmiles west of this city at noon today, force the liquor law of the state. The
sjys forty-twInches of snow fell 'ffect of the court's action will be to
leave the sentence of the state court
there ami snow is still falling.
In force.
OGDEN LOST SOME LIVES
AND PROPERTY OF $100,000 SECRETARY ROOT OPENS
NEW YORK CAMPAIGN
Ogden, Oct. 22. A wind storm of
New Vork, Oct. 22. Secretary Root
thirty-si- x
hours' duration that ended opened the republican
campaign ia
at 4 o'clock this morning, killed one, the Carnegie hall here this
afternoon.
Injured many and did $100,000 dam- Secretary Shaw
and Speaker Cannon
age to property In barns overturned, have
been billed to speak here.
roofs blown off, plate glass windows One ofalso
the most active campaigns la
smashed, trees uprooted and telegraph the history
the party In this state
and telephone poles prostrated. The Is planned. ofThe
state will be
Catholic church suffered the greatest stumped and an entire
especial effort will
damage. The old church was blown be made to
reach the younger voters
down and the new one unroofed, and by placing young
men upon the plata costly mosaic window demolished.
form.
CONSIDERABLE DESTRUCTION
IN SALT LAKE CITY GAME IS PLENTIFUL IN
IN THE STATE OF MAINE
Calt Lake ity, Oct. 22. The railBangor, Me., Oct. 22. According W
road service between Salt Ijike and
Ogden Is utterly crippled. A terrific reports brought down from the woods
wind Saturday night and Sunday by men who have been camping nl
morning carried down all telegraph canoeing, game Is very plentiful this
wires, making the dispatching of year, having wintered well and entrains in regular order impossible. joyed better protection than usual
Without telegraph service, the Kio this summer. According to fish and
(Irando is moving a few trains. The game commission statistics 25,000 deer
Oregon Short Line Is blocked by a and 600 moose are killed every year
wreck near Weiods Cross where thirty In the Maine woods, the best hunttag
freighty cars were blown from the being in the regions about Penoo-scot-t
river, Moosehead Lake snd
tiack during the storm. Two frail
county. The season closes Depassenger coaches on the Salt Lake
& Ogden road were blown from the cember 15th.
tracks near Centervllle. the conductor BRYAN
BEGAN TODAY
being injured.
and two passengers
HIS INDIANA SPEAKING
The Salt Ijtke & Ogden line Is blockIndianapolis, Oct. 22. William J.
ed by many trees blown across the
track. Iii Salt
more than 2,0uo Itryan began a three days' speaking
large shade trees were uprooted tour of Indiana today. His (rat
throughout the city.
Many frail speech was made at Uracil.
buildings in course of construction
SPECIAL TERM OF
were wrecked.
OTERO COUNTY COURT
KANSAS ENCOUNTERED BY
There will be a special term
disSTDRM'Q TRIP riHTUIlDn trict court at Alamogordo for of
Otero
Ellis. Kas., Oct. 22.
Asnow storm county on Monday, November 12. It
from Colorado passing east has pre- -' will bo remembered that the regular
vailed toilay In western Kansas. Pas- Serteninor term of
court was
sengers reaching here this morning adjourned by Judge district
Mann for the reaou the belated castbound trains re-'- son thut no work could be accoma heavy snow storm between plished. Every case tried at the SepEllis ami IH nver, at some points as- tember term resulted In a hung Jury.
suming the proportions of blizzard, A new list of Jurymen has been draiw
with from four inches to one foot of for this extra term.
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A Splendid Investment for Quick Profits. Buy now the Stock of the PITTSBlJRG-MANHATTAMining Company, of Tonopah, Nevada. 100,000 Shares Par Value $1.00, Fully paid and
at 10 Cents per Share.
N

Property

aimdi

Non-AssessableOffe-

red

Location

TTHE most notable facts of the Company are that it owns proven gold and silver bearing land; not only is the ore there, but
it is there in quantities, an apparently inexhaustible supply of pay ore. The Company owns the Gregory Group of five
Claims situated in the famous MANHATTAN DISTRICT, and also has several claims in the LONE MOUNTAIN
DISTRICT; both these Districts are the richest in the NX ORLD. The tunnels have been opened up on the Lone Mountain
claims and indications point to striking large bodies of high grade ore carrying values in Gold and Silver.

Mining' Has Built Many Great Fortunes
PROBABLY YOU DO NOT REALIZE HOW MANY PEOPLE THERE ARE WHO ARE ENJOYING A REGULAR
NOTHING 80 SURELY OFFERS LARGE RETURNS AS A GOOD MINING STOCK.
ARE
OF THEM, AND THEY ARE LARGELY THOSE WHO BOUGHT THEIR 8T0CK WHEN THE OPPORTUNITY
THOUSANDS
THERE
STOCKS.
MINING
IN
A
RESULT FROM INVESTING
INCOME AS
8TOCKS OF MANY MINING COMPANIES HAVE ADVANCED
FROM
A
WAS FIRST OFFERED TO SECURE SHARES AT A LOW PRICE BEFORE THE COMPANY HAD BEGUN TO PAY DIVIDEND8.
FEW CENTS A SHARE TO PRICES RANGING FROM $100 TO $1500 A SHARE IN VALUE, AND BESIDES HAVE PAID BACK TO THE INVESTORS IN DIVIDENDS MANY HUNDRED TIMES WHAT
TO GRASP THIS OPPORTHEY IFRST INVESTED. MANY OF THE COMPANIES ARE PAYING FROM 100 PER CENT TO 1000 PER CENT IN DIVIDENDS ON THE FIRST PRICE OF THE 8T0CK.
ANHATTAN MINING COMPANY AT 10 CENTS A SHARE MEANS 8UCCESS TO YOU; AND THAT MEANS HOUSES, GOOD LIVING, TRAVEL,
TUNITY AND PURHA8E STOCK IN THE PITTSBURG-IF YOU DO NOT GRASP THIS OPPORTUITY AND SECURE A GOOD SHARE OF WEALTH YOU ARE LIKELY TO BE CLAS8ED AS
EDUCATION AND 80CIAL PRIVILEGES FOR YOUR CHILDREN.
ABILITY AND INTEGRITY CAN NOT BE QUESTIONED, AND THESE MEN PLEDGE THEMSELVES TO SEE THAT EACH AND
WHOSE
OF
MEN
IN
HANDS
IS
THE
A FAILURE. THE PROPOSITION
EVERY INVESTOR IN THE ENTERPRISE RECEIVES AN EQUAL DIVISION OF THE PROFITS. EXPERTS HAVE EXAMINED THE PROPERTY AND IT IS THE UNIVERSAL OPINION THAT IT HAS A
.

WONDERFUL FUTURE

tit

''

Organisation
THE COMPANY IS ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAW S OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, CA PITAL STOCK OF $1.000,000. DIVID ED INTO SHARES OF THE PAR VALUE
SHARES ARE IN THE TREASURY WHICH WILL BE SOLD AS REQUIRED FOR DEVELOPMENTS FROM TIME TO TIME.
"

IO

Cents Per SSnare,

OF

$1.00

EACH;

400,000

or Installments

CasSn

tit

WE WANT TO IMPRESS UPON YOU THE FACT THAT YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE RICH IN ORDER TO BECOME A SHAREHOLDER IN THIS SPLENDID COMPANY. THE PRICE OF 8HARE8
IS ONLY 10c AND YOU CAN BUY AS FEW AS ONE HUNDRED (100), $10.00 WORTH. IF YOU ARE NOT IN A POSITION TO PAY CASH FOR ALL THE SHARES YOU DE8IRE TO OWN WE WILL
COMPANY; 8IMPLY
A SMALL PAYMENT DOWN WITH THE ORDER, THE REMAINDER TO BE PAID IN FIVE MONTHLY INSTALLMENTS. SUPPOSE YOU WANT TO INVEST $10.00 IN THIS
SEND US $2.50 WITH YOUR ORDER FOR 100 SHARES, AND THEREAFTER $1.50 PER MONTH FOR FIVE MONTHS, AND THE STOCK WILL BE PAID FOR. ITS VERY EASY ANYONE CAN AFFORD
I
TO DO THIS. ALMOST EVERY ONE HAS ENOUGH MONEY IN A YEAR TO BUY THEM AN NTEREST IN THIS COMPANY WHICH WOULD MAKE THEM INDEPENDENT FOR LIFE. 8END IN YOUR
MONEY WILL BUY, THE AMOUNT YOU 8END IF YOU WANT TO PAY ALL CASH, AND THE PLAN
YOUR
MANY
SHARES
HOW
YOU
JUST
SHOW
WILL
TABLE
FOLLOWING
DAY.
THE
ORDER TO
PAYMENTS.
FOR MONTHLY
AC-CE-

What Your Money Will Buy
100
200

10.00

Bnares

20.00

BnareB

300 shareg
.400

8hare8

.

.'

30.00

.

40.00
50.00

S00

8nares
shares
gnare8

1.000

Bhare8

100.00

500
600

2.000
5,000
10.000

60.00
80.00

200.00

gnares
Bhares

500.00

shares

1,000.00

cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

$

2.50 cash and

cash
cash
5.00 cash
10.00 cash
10.00 cash
10.00 cash
20.00 cash
40.00 cash
100.00 cash
200.00 cash
5.00

5.00

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

$

1.50
3.00
5.00
7.00
8.00
10.00
14.00

16.00
32.00
80.00
160.00

per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per

month
month
month
month
month
month
month
month
month
month
month

MACKAY, MUNROE & CO.,
for 5 months

for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for

6

5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5

5

months
months
months
months
months
mouths
months
months
months
months
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BANKERS AND BROKERS
GOLDFIELD, NEVADA

Gentlemen
I

(at

:

hereby subscribe for

share

10c per share) of the Capital Stock of the

MINING

PITTSBURG-MANHATTA-

(par value $1.00 per share), for which find enclosed $
Please issue stock In name of :
Name

COMPANY

of

Tonopah

'.t...

ft

(In full)

Street and No
City

or Town

State

.
Yours truly,

not a speculation. The resources of
In offering this stock we present it at a solid and safe investment,
their properties and the amount of rich ore seems so Inexhaustible that WE RECOMMEND THE PURCHASE
OF THIS STOCK TO EVERY INVESTOR.

Signature

-

-

Put Name of Your Paper Along This Line

'

8

Officers and Directors:
WINTER (Land Trust Company, Pittsjurg
(Mine Owner and Operator, Tonopah)
T. THOMER (Tonopah)
E. B. CUSHMAN (Cashier State Bank and Trust Co., Tonapah)
W. B. BARTHOLOMEW (Tonopah A. Goldfield Railroad Co., Tonopah)
ROBERT

I

President
Secretary

M.

E. G. MINARD

Vice-Preside-

Treasurer
Director

THE ABOVE STOCK ARE NOW OFFERED FOR PUBLIC SUBSCRIPTION AT

CENTS PER SHARE. MAIL APPLICATION WITH REMITTANCE (CHECK, DRAFT, POSTOFFICE OR EXPRESS MONEY ORDER) TODAY FOR THE NUMBER OF SHARES YOU
DESIRE. CERTIFICATES WILL BE IMMEDIATELY FORWARDED ON RECEIPT OF YOUR LETTER.
100,000 SHARES OF

10

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

MACICAY.
BANKERS AMD BROKERS

& COMPANY
GOLDFIELD, NEVADA

RELIABLE REPRESENTATIVES WANTED EVERYWHERE

MIMIIMvllil
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lie ticket by a democratic "boss," to further the
buss's" own ends.
h or assessor,
SigTrled (5runfeld, w ho Is seeking an
office for tho third time In the last few months, and
who has been successively turned down by the president
and the governor of the territory.
FIVE of these candidates are ww holding oflice,
three by appoint incut. 0,io was ra.iroa led In by a designing democratic "lions." due Is mi! for any office
be can secure which pays the illnero. One Is known
to be endeavoring to v( i! u;i a puiiiic.il tiiadiiii" of his
own among the native
Cundid'y. reader, does
this showing Impress jou? Do you believe these men
who could nut secure the support of the republican party
In the enmity are tiylng to save the ccui.ity or save
their own heads? Five of these mci have had a taste
of office; tile flavor tUkics their
they want to
remain. One h:is a ldn.';-- d tiled burning thirst for public service; be wants a lie ter Job. One doesn't know
whether he wauls anything or what It is, until he asks
his "boss." One has a needed commodity for county
pilsoners. And over the heads of this incompatible coterie Heals the flag of "reform!"
To the oulo'.iker, with no Interest at stake, the
.Mr.
Vcie
spectacle must
ffer excruciating humor.
Donley not already lorr.IIy libeled beyond mercy, he
might find here a new rind suggestive parable. To those
with Interests in the cjunty, something besides humor
will appeal. Iteiiind lielicrousiress is always the grain
saints In
attitude of would-b- e
of truth. The distort-'nssumed regalia will arry its own argument to the Informed, unpiejudlced voter.
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W. T. McCRLIGHT,

Business Manager.

THE PUBLIC TO DECIDE
"He, (llulibrll) and

hla men," sajn the mornlns
jwpCT, "have stolen county funds; they have employed
methods so dishonest, so wasteful, no corrupt, and bo
ye i,aVc Klven you
etc.
facts from tho county records; records made by Frank
A. Hubbell and Tom S. llubbe I, Ijy Kslavio VIkH and
C. K. Newcomer and the rest."
This was the utterance of the morning paper on the
Judy Sabbath tf October 21, I'.HKi. In Us Issue of Friday, October 19, the same paper said: "Get ting $8,000
year out of the county for feeding $4,0(H worth of food
to the prisoners in the county Jail would have been next
The fact is that Mr. Hubbell
to Impossible.
v'.idu't do it. Mr. Newcomer did it. He was a very use-lMr. Hubbell wanted an honest man
man.
who would not object to dishonesty on the side.
The ever useful Mr. Newcomer was recalled.
Don't you reckon that Hr. Newcomer is Just us much a
ul

Hubbell man since Hubbell brought him back from
Santa Fe county as he was during the years he kept
Tom Hubbe'd'8 accounts; accounts which did about half
the work in doubling your tax rate In less than ten
.years? Ho ycu think, Mr. Voter, when you stop and go
tiver the situation for yourself, that Mr. Newcomer Is
just ILe man you want to take care of all your county

funds?"

The stars in the' foregoing i:id catc' the omission of
words which occur in the originals from which tl.ey have
keen taken; but not one or all of these omissions in any
wise affect the sense or meaning of the articles, or In
any way diminish or exaggerate the Impression which
tho articles were Intended to produce. Now, reader, you
can but clearly see from the foregoing extracts taken
from two articles, each covering one full column and the
third of another column, all devoted to the same purpose and intended to convey the same ideas you must
Bee that the morning paper distinctly and to the utmost
cf its ability squarely charges C. li Newcomer with
being a scoundrel who deliberately stole public funds for
hla employer and who was put on the republican ticket
as a reward for having done so, and who accepted the
reward with the promise and purpose of doing the saiipe
kind of stealing arain.
Now does any one who knows C. B. Newcomer believe this infernal slander? Kveu tho Journal itself
n
lie; a lie which Is
knows it to bo a malicious,
without excuse and for the utterance Of which, even In
the heat of a campaign, no extenuation can ba offerei.
To show that the morning paper knew it was lying when
H Issued the foregoing villainous charges, The Citizen
begs you, reader, to carefully peruse the following extract from that same morning paper, In its issuo of
Wednesday, February 14, of this same year of grace.
The Citizen reproduced this extract the other day, but
it will bear reproduction quite a number of times. Remember that a number of Mr. Newcomer's friends had
advocated his appointment to the office of probate clerk,
to DM the vacancy caused by the death of James Summers. Governor Hagermun was looking for a good man
for the place. Under these conditions the morning
paper, on the day and date before mentioned, had this

gOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOPOOOOOOOOO

THE JAFFA
Grocery Cooip'y,
"Good Things to Eat"

"A petition was circulated yesterday, and numerously signed, asking Governor Hagerman to appoint C. E.
Newcomer to the county clerkship made vacant by the
death of Mr. Summers. Everybody knows 'Ed.' Newcomer. Everybody likes him for his genial personal
' qualities,
and everybody respects him for his ability and
.for the clean and competent manner in which he has always discharged every public responsibility placed upon
him, and been 'faithful among the faithless found.'' He
is accredited, we believe, ay a large majority of his fellow citizens, with the possession of the three Jefferson
ian qualifications, honesty, competency and worthiness,
and such being the case, the governor would make no
mistake in appointing him to fill the unexpired term."
Mow, reader, carefully compare the two extracts
from the Bame paper the endorsement and the defamation. Remember that between the endorsemnt and the
defamation not a new fact had been found, not a new
lie invented, not a new slander concocted. In any way
conected with the
Hubbell regime. Yet with
all the knowledge then which it now has, with all the
facts fully known to It then which it can possibly know
now, with no change in conditions whatever except that
Mr. Newcomer is now a candidate on the republican
ticket for the position which the Journal has covenanted to deliver to the democrats with things precisely
bow what they were then, with this one exception, the
Journal utterances are as wide apart as heaven and
hades, the zenith add the nader, truth and a malicious
falsehood.
THEN, it said the "governor would make no mistake in appointing" C. E. Newcomer clerk; that he is
"honest, competent and worthy ; that "everybody respects him for the clean and competent manner in
which he has always discharged every public responsibility placed upon him." NOW, it says Newcomer is
the thler who stole for Tom Hubbell what Hubbell had
not sense enough to steal for himself; that it was Newcomer who caused half of the doubling of the people's
Uxe which, by the way, were never doubled aud that
Newcomer has been put on the republican ticket" again
in order to do more stealing for Hubbell and as a reward for ihe stealing he did before.
Now, reader, if one of these statements is true the
other is not. We can not call it an error, a mistake, a
change of mind; for between the two utterances there
was absolutely no increase of knowledge. Hence, if one
U true the other must be a He. The Journal doe8 not
like that word. Then M it quit uttering that which the
word Is Intended to express.' The Citizen is willinir to
leave to an intelligent public, who have known Ed.
Newcomer for years, which of the Journals contradictory utterances is the truth and which the malicious
falsehood. Let the reader, however, remember thai
there is a proverb, hoary in age and radiant with the
accumulated wisdom of the anes, which says that "false
in one thing, false in all." This case has been used
merely to show the utter unreliability of the morning
paper in matters political.
--

Young Men s Suits

NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR
NEW AUNT JEMIMA'S PANCAKE FLOUR
NEW MAPLE SUGAR
NEW MAPLE SYRUP
NEW WALNUTS
NEW ALMONDS
NEW DATES
NEW FIGS

majorities. I'residcnt Roosevelt and his cabinet officers
are standing behind the straight republican tickets
throughout the whole country, and two cabinet officials
are now touring the states in the Interests of party majorities.
Personal quibbling and local Issues will be
voted clown throughout the. east in recognition of n condition little short of a crisis to the republican party.
These facts can he verified by reports from every state
in the Union.
No state now engaged in a political contest can
have more at interest in the coming election than the
territory of New Mexico. In a large sense laying aside
local and inconsequential issues the future of New
Mexico will depend more largely upon tho republican
majority at the coming election than on any similar
occasion In the past. Tho reasons for this need no reiteration. It is being recognized by voters all over the
territory and In every county a strong effort Is being
made to get out the vote.
It is up to the voters of Iternalillo county as well
as in other sections to contribute to or mar the future
of our commonwealth on November C.
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We are tenting tonight on the voter's trail
All of us laying low
We just roped nn easy democrat's, vote,
Poor rube he didn't know

.;
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. $1.50
Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

Per Gallon
Funeral Director

CHORUS:
Working by night, working by day.
(Working you for votes) that's tho sinfl',
Many are the voters calling us today,
(Calling our reform bluff.)

and Licensed

Embalmer

Pl,nr,p, Automatic
Colorado, Blh

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM
Red

1S2

393

Colo.

Corner Fifth and Railroad Avenue
EYES TESTED FREE
FIT GUARANTEED
Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

114
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THE CELEBRATED

THE SHORT LINE

SO SOOTHING.

O. F. O.
WHISKEY COLORADO
FROM

Its Influence Has Been Felt by
Many Albuquerque Readers.

The soothing intlutnee eif relief.
After suffering from Itching pile-s- ,
From eczema or any Itchiness of t he
skin,
Make's one feel grateful to the remedy.
Deian's Ointment

haa soothed

To--

Bottled

In

Bond.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

UNI
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Automatic Phono,
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On pages six and seven of this issue can be found cents
n
Co.,
Huffalo,
articles to which the careful attention of Citizen read- n''w York, sole
for the United
ers Is asked. That on page seven is a thorough vindi- States, iteineuiber thn name loan's
cation by his former fellow citizens, for J. 11. Mayo, re- - "i-- take no other.
publican Candida. e for county commissioner, from the
assaults of the morning paper of this city. The article TOO LATE FOR CLA3- IFICATION.
on page six punctures the
n
d
bladder of the
W A Ti: ) A competent girl fur ijenreform county administration.
County recorda
'ral Imuse work. Apply Mrs. C, I..
are there produced to show that the claim of economy
Mrnnks. :iii3 West Copper
in county affairs is only hot air of the inipurest kind
AN i
Fliou.si-"a k i for ge
rk. Aiply iiunii eliate ly at luu5
"The Daily Citizen Is pursuing a line of argument
W'; Hailroad avenue.
which needs a liule attention, sagely remarks the Morn- l"lK Kf.XT"lTarn, two
s' al'lsi
ing Join mil. Don't worry; the arguments of The Citizen
aud hay loft. $5 per month. SO'J
are receiving ample attention hy oteis who will have-tirani:t avenue.
be shown before
republican principles icr
HAVE YOUR TIN WORK
DONE
a coterie of disorganize,! ottiee hunters.
SUBJECT TO YOUR OWN APPROVAL AT THE NEW STAR TIN SHOP.
We are not giving a great deal of time to The Hai!y LOUIS F. STUECKEL.
PROPRIETOR
Citizen in this campaign." savs the Moinint: Journal. 315 WEST COPPER AVENUE. AUTOt
folleiwlng which modi-s- t
appears a column and MATIC PHONE 648.
a half of disjointed haraiigue
to elodge the
HAIR WORK.
Issues The Citizen has brought to the attention of tliel Mrs
'ImherftinJ. at home to anyone
want ins lialr work dune, every
at MT Kouth flroadwuy.
.Mr. Marion ix devoting hi
attention to the iiio.iu
The lust annual bull or Uik Tnllv
precincts. N(J doubt a healthy premonition if the
v"
"
Loss" to "hit the blxh ..laces for the tall
'Yen
democratic
?"
."fr,"u""
v "Miinoo
'
on i uesuay, October
nan
timber' UUbt dus30. Tickets $1, ladies free.
1
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MINNEAPOLIS,
ST. PAUL,. FORT DODGE.
WATERLOO, DUEUQUE, GALENA.
FREEFORT,
ROCKFORD.

LUMP
$6.50
BLOCK-PE-

$6.50

I

marked

started within his nKans, each
year he kept adding a little to his
stock until finally he had the largest and best store in town.
A bank account grows in the
tame way. You can start with a
sman amount, add to it from time
to tune, just what you can spare,
tit's a good plan to deposit regularly, and you will find that your
account will grow more than you
had expected.
He

THE

BANK

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

COMMERCE
NEW

MEXICO

JUST RECEIVED

LOMMORI

Jchn J. Pccven
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a small scale, became a
success in a few years.

at tho
Th
train servlpn n fh ahovo
points; also to New Orleans, Mem- Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
phis, Vlcksbjrg,
Evansville, Ind.;
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jack- A choice line of Imported Goods Direct from Italy.
sonville, Kla., and all other points In
THE EEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, we handle the best
s.
RAILROAD TIME TABLE meats and a full line of choice

(Iu efiect Ju!y 1 1900.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:61
a. in., departs 8:25 a. m.
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives U:6f
FOR
$2.25 AND $2.75
m., departs 12:09 a. m.
&
Kansas City Ex
8. Chicago
press, arrives 6:45 p. m., deparU
7:4a p. m.
Westbound.
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:Jt
p. in., departs 8: IS p. ru.
COUNTY FAIR.
No. 3. California Limited, arrive!
Program fir "The t'ountrv Fair." to
11:05 a. hi., departs 11:25 a. m.
bo held at the Pretslivte rian ehuicti No. 7, Mexico & California Express
Thursday evening. October -- j.
arrives 12:05 p. m.. departs .J
7 30
p. m.
Fair epens.
Chairman of home conkiiiK depaitSouthbound.
No. 27 El Paso train, departs at 12:35
ment Mrs. llelsey Ituker.
prodP. m.
Chairman of uardeti aud farm
in ts .Mrs. Jane (ireenbough.
Local freight train. No. 99, soutb
commitbound, departs at 5 a. m., and car
Chairman of refreshment
tee Mrs. Mahabey tioodcook.
rles passengers.
8 o'clock
Uaby show.
Trlze for
Arrive From South.
pretNo. 22, Mexico Express, arrives 7: -- J
nicest ilressi'il huby. I'rize
a. m.
tiest baby.
K:3n
Sack rare. I'rire.
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
y:nii J'riise awarded to handsomest No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
man.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles sac
.
;ao lri? awarded to the lady
San Francisco.
wearing tho oldest fashioned costume. All trains daily.
No admission charged.
T. E. PURDT. Aleut.
:

of instances in your experience where a merchant, starting on

flnpRt

WOOD

Fiister-Milliiir-
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CHICAGO,

199.

COAL

"

hale by all

To

Albuquerque, N. M.

-

'f Us

ONE NIGH!

& EAKIN

Sole Agents.

,

Dulutti

AND THE NORTHWEST,
the south and southeast.
Ticket Office, 805 eventeenth St.,
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON,
Commercial Agt

The Geo. T. StaggCo.

MF.

St.

Paul, Minneapolis,

huu-elrtel-

Here's wlini one Allniquerque citizen
says:
A. M. W'hitcomb, nursery, corner of
street and Tijeras avenue,
says: "in my estimation there Is no
ointninet for the purpose that tt is
used that can equal Doan's. There
was a spot
iny kneo which
me for ten years. Unii.e eczema it did not spread out, hut at
times it
so
par-ti- e
ularly after I went to lied or sat
hy the stove, that I scratche d it until
it smarted
relief came-- . 1 tried
every salve and uintmi-n- t
I
eame
ucrejss; when one did not help I
tieni:,'lit another and slapped
it
on.
Keadinu abeiut Duan's Ointment
me to procure a box. In a lew
elays tin- itchiness cease-and the life
or i lie art
fleeted wai killed for
up to date, and It Is now over six
months since I stopped the use of the
.iiilve.
There has not been a symptun

92.

Illinois Central R.R. You can cite a number

CORRECT

exaspe-ratlngly-

self-blow-

if

ip

x

ed

No misnomer ever lu vented by human ingenuity
rould be more grossly iiilsrepresetitatlvo than the t'llo,
people's ticket, as applied to tho propaganda which
has holnted that banner in the present county campaign.
Header, these men are posing as YOl'U champions In
the name of good government as martyrs and patriots
when your unbiased inquiry will establish
beyond
doubt or cavil that thU organization had its Inception
Jn the selfish desires ot a few disgruutled office hunt-era- ,
unwilling to abide by the regular nominations ol
the party, and In the panicky feur of the morning Journal that its' protracted agitation would he made a subject of fruther ridic ule.
Consider for a moment, us proof, the personnel of
the alleged reform-imbuepropaganda:
For representative, liernard Huppe, who held tenaciously to his claim for recognition on the ticket,
fcgaiust the desires of it organizers as a reward for
kla political activity, actuated by personal enmity and
business considerations.
Kor sheriff, I'erfecto Armijo (now holding office).
Kor probate judge, Jesus Komeio (now holdim. of
fice).
Kor pioba-clerk. A. E. Walker (uow holding offset).
Kor school superintendent, A. li. St roup (now holding ornce)'.
'
For county commissioner. M. H. .Sprin8er (now
lidding office).
.
For treasurer ami collector. John Heaven, placed on

S

Co.

"Good Things to Fat"

.

o
o
o

1

Jaffa Grocery

C.

If

Q

i

(For the People's Ticket.)
Tune, "The Old Camp Ground;" a trio, sung with
great effect by Jesus, I'erfecto and the Schoolmaster.

The morning paper whined like a spanked baby
yesterday mqruing, because The Citizen not only tells
the people that the morning paper lies but proves it to
them. The Citizen regrets the necessity for using such
language, but It lib! not make the language nor is it
responsible for the utterances of the Journal. A lie is
u deliberate utterance of a known falsehood, or the utterance of a pallia! truth in such a way as to deceive
and so uttered for the purpose of deception. Wherever
and whenever The Citizen lias branded a statement of
the morning pap r as a lie, il lias always been able to
prove its charge and there is where the shoe pinches.
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COY'S CARS

FURNITURE

TRY OUR BAKERY
GOODS.
THE QUALITY IS THE BEST.
EVERY ARTICLE WE SELL IS
GUARANTEED TO GIVE SATISFACTION OR YOUR MONEY
BACK.

i

Q
O

Nettleton Fine Shoes $5.00 to $6.00. ForWh Salso tn $4 nn

milium

CANPAIGN SONG

dem-oeratl- c

MM)

20
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LARGEST

ASSORTMENT OF

hero! "

The democratic convention at I.as Vegas Friday
night acted directly contrary to their cousins, the office
seekers' convention here. The Vegas convention put
out a platform but no ticket, the Albuquerque gang put
out a ticket but no platform. However, three weeks
after the Albuquerque fellows adjourned Governor Stover got out a platform for them, and some time between
now and the election a committee appointed by the
democratic convention may get out a ticket for the
Vegas crowd, provided they can find a few repubPcau
soreheads to Join with them. So it seems there is v
great difference between them after all. Each Is a
movement to defeat the republican party in its
own county. The Vegas people had the decency to pass
under their own name, which Is more than can be said of
tile soreheads here.

o
o

to $8.00 per Suit

00

BOY'S SHOES

THE JOURNAL'S MASTERPIECE

CHORUS:

10 to

Men's and Boy's Sweaters 75c to $5
Men's and Boy's Hats and
Caps
. 25c to $6.00

PM

o

In every state In the Union a strenuous effort is being made by republican leaders to Insure republican

High files our banner In the sky
"Reform and Purl-tee,It's Jesus' Joke we're not being fooled
But here's hoping you may be

-

Children's Overcoats $5.00 to $10
Children's Suits - $3.50 to $8.00

hell-bor-

to say:

o

,

YoungMen'sOvercoats$I0 to $20

THE REPUBLICAN VOTE

Richest in pathos among all the items of con'em-poraneoliterature is the Morning Journal's touching
Miguel,
Otero.
and fervid vindication of
the Once, the iniheleile, the blackguard, the traitor, it
used to be, according tj that paper, but now he stands
in the same sheet enshrined forevermore iu a halo ot
glory, enthroned on a pedestal white as the driven snow,
in the Journal's hall of fame a bit of sculpture worthy
of the masters of ancient Greece. Supreme, content, he
stands, his hand uplifted to his classic brow In the attitude of peace. He has been vindicated by the Morning
Journal the zenith is reached; the climax has come;
life's sunset must evermore abide. Around him cluster
the busts of regal heroes I'erfecto Armijo, Franklin W.
Clancy, Jcsuh the Great, of Old Town and at his feet,
groveling In reverent homage, the faithful of the faithless, Honorable N. B. Field, with eyes uplifted and arms
outstretched in supplication to Heaven, breathing his
soulful petition:
"Blessings on you, patriot of patriots, martyr or
martyrs!
Bless ou, Miguel, my loved, my sainted

O
O

&

MATTEUCCI.

We Keep It Up
We keep the quality of our
op to the highest. This is possible
d

by using;

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,
not only in mixing- - and baking-- , but
also in taking- care of and selling;
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
-

PIONEER BAKERY,
20T SOUTH riRBT 8TRCLT.
THE

ELITE

ROOMING

HOUSE

WEAR POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT
NO. 118 West Sliver Avenue.
U. E. GALLOWAY, Manager.

MONDAY,

OCTOBER 22,

POLITICAL POINTERS

BRILLIANT BANQUE T
ENDS

ROTS'

OIMIOE

WORK

AREA
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Culmination of Co- Tempest Ushers Rain.
lumbian Initiation at
Sleet and Snow In Rio
Grande Valley.
Elks' Mall.

i

50 ASSEMBLE AT THE FEAST DOES MUCH LOCAL DAMAGE

Visitors Present From Distance.
District Deputy Crowley's
Able Effort.

Tents Blown Down and Wires

initial"'''

large skating rink teiu blown
down ut the comer of Railroad
and Fifth street, more than a dozen canvas abodes wrecked in the
Highlands and elsewhere alnuit the
city, entailing discomfort and per- -'
haps suffering to the occupants, local
telephone and electric wiers grounded caused by falling trees and limbs,
railroad traffic
delayed, beautiful
shade trees damaged and a list of
minor incidents of a less ferlous nature are the effects of the blizzard
which visited Albuquerque and central New .Mexico Saturday night, all
of yesterday and continues today.
, The Storm Area.
It is almost without precedent at
this time of the year. The storm was
accompanied by fitful dashes of rain,
sleet, tin il and snow. The wind blew
with the velocity of a hurricane. The
storm area, according to meager reports, extends as far south as ICngle,
on the Itio Grande division of the
Santa Fe, where train No. Tl encountered it at 1 o'clock this morning.
Other reports have it that effects were
felt from Colorado to the Slexican
border. For a time Albuquerque was
cut off from communication with Gallup and the wires were dead between
the Duke city and other outside
points. This has been remedied today, however.
Passengers on No. 2, which reached
Albuquerque at 1 o'clock this afternoon, state they struck snow at Kingman, Ariz., en route. The flyer reached Albuquerque twenty minutes later
and the train crew declared It was
warm in Kansas yesterday and they
saw no snow until they struck the
storm in northern New Slexico.
The heaviest snowfall is reported
at Santa Fe and Cerrilloa and the tall
was pronounced all over t he Rio
Grande valley. Socorro and San Slar-cia- l
report snow and falling temperaVegas was visited by a
ture.
high wind and snow eight inches deep.
A heavy sandstorm Saturday night
ushered in the precipitation. The
thermometer fell rapidly and gusts of
wind which drove clouds of sand under doors and through window crevices was so unpleasant that most Albuquerque people remained indoors
all day Sunday.
Little Damage to Sheep Ranges.
The consensus of opinion among
sheepmen leans toward the theory
that the storm will generally prove
beneficial to the sheep ranges. Although Hiere have been no authentic
reports if is believed that in eastern
New Mexico, where the dipping has
not been completed, some consequential damage will likely be felt.
Dipping was finished in the western part of the territory in September, and the sheep are said to be in
condition to stand
the rigorous

As a fitting climax to tin

Grounded in Unusual
Cold Wave.

Cor-liett-

o.

The ball wus npim'tn lately decorated with the lodjie colors and tne

lirt'iiiiratisins were extensive. The
walls and celling of the bi banquet
hall were covered wifj bunting artistically arranKed to produce the most
pleasing effects. The color scheme
of the lodge was also carried out In
the table decorations.
Hon. O. N. .Marron of Albuquerque
The speakers of
was toastmasler.
the evening and their themes were:
Hev. Fr. A. M. Mandalarl, of the
Society of Jckus, "His Holiness, the
I'ope."
Cirand Knight T. K. Gargan. ."Cliar-tty- ;
"Alas for the Karity of Christian
Charity Under the Sun."
I r. John A. Keidy,
"The Indies;
Woman, the Last at the Cross and the
First at the Tomb."
J. J. Crowley, "The Knights of Columbus."
Nestor Montoya, "Our Country; He
Who Loves Not His Country Can
I.ove Nothing."
Hon. John Kennedy, "Our Gallup
Brothers."
Impromptu speeches by several
members of the order were not the
least important of the features and
several of those present demonstrated
unquestioned ability as after dinner
speakers.
At the close of the affair the assembled company sang "America,'.' and
the most successful of all the similar
affairs ever given by Albuquerque
council of the society was a chronicle
event in lodge annals.
Attending the banquet were knights
from Chicago, Denver and all parts of
the territory.
Assisting In the initiatory ceremonies, the first and second degrees of
which were conducted by members of
the local council, were District Deputy J. J. Crowley and team from Chicago, who gave the third degree. Tne
music was in charge of M. I Kelly.
The arrangements committee included John A. Johnson, V. Comeau.
J. W. Prestel, M. S. Tierney, T. K.
Binkert and John S. Heaven.
The list of candidates follows:
William Beauchnm, Frank Kruske,
P. Partridge, P. J. MeShane.
Joseph H. Aselin.
Furl Wilson,
Thomas I.abarge, HerniwaN Glosletter,
Kmll Glosletter. Pat M. Maloney, W.
T. Dougherty, P. O'Grady, C. F.
C. F. Berger, J. Peters. A.
S. Tessler. J. J. Kelly, W. Chisholm,
Owen A. Kane, Gorman Belknap, .I.
Fogarly, J. S. Brangie, SI. J. Byrnes,
J. P. Binkert, A. S. Johnson. SI. A.
Skees,
B'?, G. H. Boyle, If. J.
Ilairison, 'i ,1'inias l.uwier, William
Zen., A. Ciiauvin, Hubert O'Heron,
Thomas Millet, Bernard O'l.aughlin,
L. McDougald, J. Hildebrandt, Slartin
Klopf, Philip Glrabli, T. SI. Danahy,
T. A. O'Brien, J. H. Armijo, Kdwin
F. Hyan. M. J. Funnigan, .1. H. C'emk.
M. P Gorman, Joseph Bollegos and
Ambrosio Candelario
Visiting knights at the banquet
were: William B. Jenkins, Seattle,
Wash.: William D. O'Nell, Independence, Kas.; H, Clifford Fleming, Chicago; H. P. Hall, Ims Angeles; O. P.
Amann, Sidney, O.; J. J. Collins, Win-sloAriz.; T. P. Haves, Syracuse, N.
Y.; O. Nead, St. Ixniis; J. B. Lynn,
Honiell, N. Y.; Theodore Chacon, I.as
Vegas; Frank Strass, Thomas
M.
C.
Needhani
William
Holmes. D. W. Condon, T. F. Nolan,
I
W. L. Devine, .as Vegas; J. E. Rohe,
Richmond, Ind.; John Whelan, Win-slojohn C. Klug, Fort Wayne, Ind.;
W. K. Davis, St. Augustine, Fla.; Dr.
A. B. Bessette, J. P. Finan, San Mar-cial- ;
Harold I. Thernan, John I. Cunningham, Chicago; J. K. SlacGilley,
Denver.
Without disparageniei
to the other speakers it might be said that the
response to the toast. "The Knights
of Columbus." by District Deputy J. J.
Crowley of Chicago, was one if the
best oratorical efforts heard in Albuquerque in a Ion it lme.
He reviewed the principles upon
which the order is founded and his
matin r was an inspiration to his
hearers. Ti e broad principles of the
order, which embody noble ideals
both an to country and church, gave
Mr. Crowley a wide scope for tlie subject, and he was equal to the opportunities if his accepted theme.
A big line of unredeemed overcoats
for Fate cheap at Hosenfleld's, US
West Railroad avenue.
e

All-er-

weal her.

Skating Rink Surfers.
The rink tent at the corner of Railfell
road avenue and Fifth street
early Sunday morning. No one was
under the canvas when it collapsed.
As luck would have it, the heavy
canvas almost covered the hardwood
tioor. with the exception
of small
areas along the outer edge. The floor
Is constructed
in portable sections.
The rain and snow whicn followed, it
Is thought, did little damage, to the
floor.
Workmen are engaged today
in raising the tent. Damage from
warping will be estimated later. The
canvas was badly rent by wind and
the interior decorations of the place
completely ruined. A small stock of
refreshments was damaged.
The rink tent Is owned by Robs'
Slerritt and Charles White, who recently purchased the privileges and
accessories of the Klks' rink from C.
A. Wishman.
Business will be resumed in the Elks' rink until the
Railroad avenue yluee will have been
put In shape.

USERS OF

Our Lights

MITCHNER

i
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HEW MEXICO FOR REPUBLICANS

Messrs. Bursum, Andrews and Prichard
Mingled With the People of the
South Saturday and Sunday.

lujl
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cr.izy bone.

whacked ihe Journal's

Fall styles in men's coats have a
teiiiie.icy toward the elimination
of
the lapel buttonhole Fashion note.
Very embarrassing for Slg.

The .Morning Journal Publishing
company now has one libel suit on its
hands. If Finley Peter Dunne, author of ".Mr. Dooley" ever happens to
get bold of some of the, recent issues
of the Journal It will cor'.ainly have
another,
i

David SI. While, c'lairmnn of the
central commit te of Santa Fe
county, last Friday night, was presented witn a
cane by tne regold-heade-

publican candidates and central committee of Santa Fe county. Sir. White
was also 'SX years old last Friday.
The

Democrat-Journa-

pleads guilty

l

to The Evening Citizen's charge that
moit is acting from
tives in opposing the regular republican ticket. This Is an encouraging

symptom. If "honest confession, etc.,"
can be stretched to cover the Journal's case, further improvement may
now be looked for up West Gold ave-

Hein. H. O. Bursum. chairman eif
the territorial republle-acentral
came In on the train from the
south this morning. The Evening Citizen representative accosted liim for
of the peilitlcal situation, and
Sir. Bursum said: "Myself. Dih'tate
Andrews ami Col. Geo. W. Prichard
have just returned from a visit to the
We
southern part eif the territory.
attended a very large gathering of
citizens freim the Slesilla valley at
I as Cruces
em last Saturday eve'iiing.
The meeting was enthusiastic and
our reception was very cordial Indeed.
The Indications are that sentinieuit is
rapidly growing In favor of the republican cause and that Delegate Anby a
drews will be
increased majority.
Iona Ana county has put up the
best ticket within It I nistery,
business
of strong, clean-cu- t
men, and I am confident that Dona
Ana county will give at least 50 majority. It Is doubtful whether the
democrats will put up any ticket, al

though there Is some talk alMit getting up a fusion ticket In that, county.
"We have received weirds eif
from Grant. Luna and
Sierra counties; In fact, the whole of
sonthi'in New .Mexico premilses to do
bi'tter by the republican lnrty than
eve-before.
"The people of the Slesilla valley
nre very prosperous tin d the future
holds emt many bright promises in
store for them. There are from fifty
to a hundred passengers arriving
daily at Ias Cruces, and the station
has nil the appearance of a metrop-polita- n
place. The hustle anil bustle
that one sees when stepping off at the
depot platform, the traffic on the
streets indicates unusual business
x
activity. Prosperity nniemg the
pie Is a sure and unfailing
of
republican surcess.
"Stateiiood will carry by a large majority. The native New Slexicans, the
Anglo Saxons, demeicrats and republicans in southern New SlexltNt arc almost solidly In favor of statehood."

WESTERN UNION MANAGER

LAS VEGANS

n

com-mlttei- ',
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Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES
OUR

RUG DEPARTMENT Is a revelation to those who
It, because of the great variety of Domestic Ruas
trom the best looms,
tVsrrvS?rTT;"ft(el

visit

ALBERT FA BSR
....

Oaks Outlook says;
Word comes from Carrizozo that the
democratic county ticket is already
short one candidate for county schiKil
superintendent, that gentleman having
skipped out rather unceremoniously a
night or two ago. Too much republican
prosperity is probably the cause of
this democratic shortage. Some men
can't stand that kind of thing.

coin-IHis-

TRANSFERED TO DENVER;
T. E. GARGAN

BECOMES

Hottsehold Goods
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

FURNITURE, CROCKERY

ATTEflO
;

COLUMBIAN

ASSIST-MANAGE-

OFFICE
SUCCEEDED BY L. T.
DELANEY.

semi-ofllclal- ly

Bernalillo, where the democrats or
fuslonists of Sandoval county are hold"
nig some kind of a convention today
and where this morning he made a
seech. Mr. Larrazolo, in the after
noon, will be driven to this city, and
will appear at the court house in old
town tn!s evening. He Is scheduled
to appear at Elks' opera house tomorrow (Tuesday) night.

week a:o.

'lne news that

PROMINENT

SOME

IN LARGER

At the Columbian Knights banqui-- t
last night it was
announced that
Grand Knight T. E. Gargan, In charge
of the Western Union offices at Albuquerque, would depart for Denver
wiihln a week and that his position
here will be filled by I,. T. Delaney,
W. B. Walton, secretary of the dem- who was manager of
the local office
ocratic territorial central committee, some years ago. Sir. Gargan
will bewho visited Sirs. Walton and the chil- come' assistant manager of
Dendren ut Silver City, remaining over ver office eif the company. the
Sunday, returned to headquarters here
While the announcement came as a
this morning. He was accompanied surprise
tins far by Hon. O. A. Larrazolo, the friends. Itto many of his Albuquerque
ruhas been
democratic candidate for delegate to
congress, the latter continuing on to mored that such a change was in contemplation a

STOVES AftD RANGES
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BORRADAILE
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Among the many visitors to the city
yesterday to attend the grand inltia-tlon of the Knights of Columbus, a
Citizen scribe ran across the following
old friends from I.ns Vegas and its
neighborhood:
Rafael Romero of Slora, eine of the
most unswerving of the democrats of
the territory; Tom Delaney, for many
seildlers,
yeHrs one of Undo Sam's
hut for the last twenty years one of
the best known and most popular res-ta- n
rauteurs of the Meadow city; T. P.
Nolan, who twenty yes.rs ago went to
I.ns Vegas in apparently
the last
stages of consumption and today is
ieme eif the leading merchants there;
William Holmes, Las Vegas reared,
and now an engineer on the Santa Fe
between Tiere and there; D. W. Con
don, who some eighteen
years ago
came west, from Chicago to save his
life and is now the happy father of
a family, general manager of the Las
Vegas electric llglit and power company, and well healed in this world's
goods; SI. C. Needham, for a number
of years In the service of the government at Fort Union and subsequently
representing there the Ben Butler estate, while he serves his country as
weather reporter for that, section.
The'se were
yesterday and
guyed The Citizen man over the
weather, but when they reached home
toelay they were glad they were In
Alliuquerque even yi'sterday.

Vina Peterson seeks release
from the bonds of matrimony with her
husband, William Peterson, through a
suit for divorce filed today by Judge
W. C Heacock. attorney
for the
plaintiff. The defendant is an employe of the Santa Fe.

117 Gold Avenue

Don't Dispute with a Woman, ,
Especially, if she tells you to order
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, Or yon aaotud (
get the order), that you could a4
a
find It, for every
croe
handles EMPRESS. You will atwar
And good bread, good biscuit, co
pastry and most Important of
good cheer to greet you wfcm y4
come home for your dinner. Try It
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empreaa a
all others.

'
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M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent Albuquerqne, N. a

0000o0
FRENCH BAKERY
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors".
2

UUTTER NOT

he-r- e

F

& CO.,

THE MEADOW CITY CAUGHT
IN ALBUQUERQUE 5TORM.

Sir. Gargan will
leave Albuquerque is a matter of regret among his many frie'nds In the
Duke City, who wish him well where-eve- r
his duties may take him.
Sir. Gargan tias been conspicuous
In the work of Albuquerque Council
of the Knights of Columbus since Its
inception. He was a charter member
of the soeiety and has participated In
the installation of all the succeeding
councils established in the territory.
BERNALILLO COUNTY
At present lie is the chief executive or
Albuquerque council.
Sir. Gargan stated
this7
morning
DISTRICT COURT
that it v.iil probably be a week before
he departs for Denver to assume his
new duties.
In t!.e district court this mor.iing
a Jury was called to try the c:ise of
IN ORDER TO GET THE BEST
the territory vs. Jose D. Cadllla,
charged with an assault uyoii the lute THAT MONEY, SKILL AND EXPERAndres Truj.llo, four years age). After IENCE CAN PRODUCE, WHEN YOU
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
BUY TEAS, YOU SHOULD MAKE
a jury was called in the box the deBREAD and take no cthrr.
YOUR
SELECTION
FROM CHASE &
fendant, by his attorneys. Kleick &
A Citizen Want ad does the work
Owen, moved to dismiss the charge SANBORN'S PACKAGE TEAS. SOLD
ONLY
BY
A.
J.
MALOY.
Try one.
in the indictment, charging him will)
shooting In a settlement, which was
then dismissed by the court. The
territory then asked a continuance on
the ground of ubsence of material witnesses, which was resisted, but the
court ordered the cas continued
until
"
Hay, Oram
next term of the court. No other
cases being set for trial today the
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8TOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGEJury was excused until tomorrow.
TABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street.
Both Phones.
Prof. Montoya Is substituting as interpreter of the court In the absence
of the regular interpreter, Nestor
Montoya.

J.

Staab Building

pe'o-inde-

nue.

'inc White

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0
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The

telephone

makes

the

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your fife and
protecta your home.

dutlea lighter,

the cares less,
and the worrlea fewer.
VOU NEED

A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Kg

BUY THIS OUTFIT TODAY

Flaming's Grocery and Cafe
REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS

Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to
IS TOUCHED

HALL

The safe in the Brunswick Billiard
hall was robbed last night of between
1 15' and $175.
Sir. Gusseroff, proprietor of the place, says that he does
no: know just what the amount was
-- ml
his lti year-olson,. Jay, is suspected of having committed the theft.
In fact Sir. Gusseroff believes that his
i

a.

Convenience - Comfort - Security

PALMIER

Mrs.

FINE LINE OF

UREAD

City Area Out.

The grounding of a wire near thtf
Santa Fe shops put the city arc lights
out of commission last night and Albuquerque was in darkness fi r a time.
A falling tree carried electric
light
wires to the street on l.ead avenue,
and the heavv wind nearly took the
tall smokestack over at the old power
plant. A tree limb bore down wires
on Second street at Farr's market.
Manager Durbin of the Albuquerque F.lectric Light & Power company
Muted this morning that he expects
to have lights tonight.
A
force of
linemen have been engaged all day
straightening out the. tangled condition of the wires.
Teh ;:hone linemen have also b"en
industriously attending to trouble''
calls.
At 311 Ro;na avenue
twj shade
trees were lying across the pavement
were
this morning and pedestrians
compelled to walk around them in the
street. A fine shade tree in the
hotel'purk on Railroad avenue
is minus several large limbs.
Highland Folk Suffer.
Teiii dwellers on the Highlands
were making repairs to their tents
this morning. Some of them were
blown from the fastenings and not a
few of ill), colony folk
were compelled k seek shelter In houses nearby while the storm was In progress.
Seme of the tent homes were soaked
with rain and flooded and the wind in
most instances blew down the stove
Gave us the
pipes, rendering the tents uncomfortable for persons in good health, to say
nothing of Invalids.
A tent on the roof next to Emmons'
furniture store at Coal avenue and
TODAY
Second street was torn from Its fastenings, exposing the furnishings to
Many Users of
the weather.
I wo
abodes on John
ELECTRIC
LIGHTS KICKED street, near the viaduct, were more
or
damaged by the high wind,
which rent the canvas and blew down
the sheet Iron flues.
Attraction Postponed.
GET ON THE SAFE SIDE
The balloon ascension hv Prof.
'
Harry
Baldwin and other interesting
and see
features of a specially prepared program were called off on uccount of
the weather conditions. It Is announced that the amusement features
will be presented on next Sunday af212 South Second St.
ternoon if the weather Is favorable.

Glad Hand

f

A

ban-eiue- t,

s.
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Somebody

two scorn
Hnil ten cantiiilau's were taken into
the orele-- of Knights of Columbus, Albuquerque council of the order last
nisht Rave a brilliant banquet nt Elks'
hall io the ne
menibets. the visiting brothers and a number of invited
at the
Ktie.-tThere were
which was served by .lolin

exorcists Sunday, wluu

tiary today." What u tribute to
Clancy with all his assistant
democrat ie lawyers filled with as
much venom and hatred as the
J uirnal itself. Tbey have declared
tiuit Judge Abbott "stands for
what they stand;" they proclaim
hi mi as a Daniel come to judg- men!. The Juries have certainly
I'xii drawn under the direction e
of tiie court and yet Chllilrrs Is
ill ,ie to keep n gubty man from a
iii! sent to the penitentiary. Of
course, this is nil roi.

CITIZEN.

SITUATION BRIGHT IN SOUTHERN

The .Mudslinger snvs: "Hut for
W. B. Chllders, Frank
llublrfil
would probably i,P in the prnlien- -

Mail

Fitting

1

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

CENTER PIECE

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne

PILLOW TOP !

A I way

Ready to Servo

Topliam's Celebrated Soda Water
BULGARIAN

ART

CLOTH

BULGARIAN

On Ice

311 SOUTH FIRST STREET

CLOTH

ART

Midnight

12

La Vela Koemlng Bouse In Connection, 113 West Lead Avenue

d

mil stole the money.
The' hoy did not come home' last
night and a search of the city failed to
reveal him, and as he was In posses-sio- n
eif the keys to the plaee as we'll
as ".he keys to the aafe, Sir. Gussar-off'- s
concludes that he stole' the
moni-and ttxik a midnight train for
some
oint yet unknown. Other
ne:e that the boy teiok the money
and b'ft for parts unknown is the fact
that the keys were found em the floor
of his room at the Gussaroff home?
by the' father early this morning. Sir.
GitssarofT said that he suspe-ctethat
something was wrong right away and
hurried down town to discover the
truth. Wire's have been sent out along
the Santa Fe in all directions with
hopes of iiueri'e'ptiiig the young man.
Arrested at

El

this afternoon that young
Is in the custody eif the police
at El Paso, Texas. The chief will de- lir't I'll.; t'Vflilmr in lirinr lii, Imcl.Gus-siTo-

McVICKERS

espe-c-tall-

SUBJECTS
From which to ehoose;
Wild

Rose,

Reise

and

l'e

Daisy,
Violet, Vuppy, Jac
Holly.
Ouihi 'f

PILLOW

ff

WILL

NOT LEAVE GALLUP
W. SI. SlcVickers, who expected tei
have Gallup for Pittsburg the othe-el j y
io make' that city his home, has
ue'crpicil a poai ion as supcrintende nt
eif the Rocky Cliff mine ami will remain in Gallup.
KILLED

OUT-FI-

O'RIELLY & CO.
J. H. LEADING

envelope contains , one
Handsome Pillow Top tinted in
colors, ize l'!ix22 inches; one
ha k for pillow top, one diagram
lesson by an expert Japanese
i iiihrolib ivr,
six Skeins
Grand Prize Grecian
r.a h

DTTTTGfTT

llo--

i

BOTH PHONES

s

SUBJECTS

The St. Elmo

ehoose': Holly.
From which '
Po y .Ijck Rose, Carnal ion.
Violei, Smoker and
iui fit I'ompleto
.

Pain-M-M-

0

C

0C

000

v

o o

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies.Etc.
8

CLUB ROOMS

OaKOa0K00C0

r e c
Com me roi
Pi i ntii

O o

o o

t

Lmttmr Head
Emvaiopau
Mota Hamd

Rragrama
! i 'tatlona
,

i.w

-

r

BY

SLIP OF A ROCK
l.asi Friday. Tiluo l.eouoaiio was
killed by a slip of roek in the Otero
mine, near Gallup. An i"iiies was
held. Judge Brown acting coroner, anil
the. verdiet was that thecame to his death by an accident
which was unavoidable. Tne deceased
was 27 years old and was married.

T h e CITIZEN JOB
Leon 13.5raN.Pr

-

SAMPLE AND

West Railroad Avenue

Ke000
Mi

BARNETT, Prop'r.

JOSEPH

120
Richardson (jrand Prize Grecian Embroidery Floss, in solid
and varigated colors, per skein

jTj'

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

s

r

MINER

EMBROIDERY

Paso.

by Chief

Weird was

CENTER PIECE OUTFIT.
Each
one
27xi7-incTinted Center Piece,
six Ske ins Richardson's Grand
floss, eine
Prize G
written iliagrim lesson by
a Japanese 'Xpert.

Room

la athm,

tara
vary

we

a

i

talma a
prlatar kaawa
haw ta aa . ...

$

C--

tmftotitMKtmm

ALBUQUEKQUE
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FIGURES KNOCK OUT FANCIES
IN STUDY OF COUNTY FINANCE

LINEN

i

INDUSTRY Figures Show That Reform County

Ad- -

ministration Has Cost People
Brazil Mas New Plant
bining Qualities of Both
Hemp and Flax.

Com-

More Money
OF THIS COUNTY FROM ITS FIRST FORMATION

AT

ST.

.

I OUIS

ARRAIGNED

.

inai ine ClCncaiS Are

KCDOrSl

COVCmment In SDaln.

nlaln in the niiilorltv of rubllcan administration. It was even
I JiM.Wit less than It Is Hit year. They
the morning publication are for the do not explain to the voters that. If the.
rate for rounty purposes
purpose
of confusing those i not in a Increased
...
t)nnfWlA. orwl ...
In
l.rw.ti ;.c...u..u T.v.,,..
i position
to acquaint ineinseivcs wim
condltion nf the nubile affairs addition the taxpayers would have
th
When It publishes been compoiteti to pay me increasing
of this rounty.
fieures. lust o much of the record Is territorial rate, which more than dou- taken as will apparently make a case bled during the years mentioned.
-c
................ ..........
sgainsi tne repuoncan auiiiiiiimriii.iuu
actually decreased
the
in hi rnnntv for nome ten vears Istrations
hack, which Is equivalent to falsifying amount yearly demanded of the tax
the records, as the intention Is to de- - payers of the county has been care
ceive the voters, and particularly the fully concealed.
It will be interesting to the taxpayrepublican voters, into voting for the
Democrat-journa- l
com er to go into the details of this tax
I
business, and, by comparing the three
bine.
As an example: The tax rate In 1896 years of 1904 5 and 1906, see what is
wag $1.40 and in 1906 it happens to be actually being done in the manage
$2.86, an increase of more than one ment of his county affairs.
In 1904 the republicans were in
hundred per cent on the face of it.
But the Journal falls to Inform you power and Guiterrez was chairman of
that during that time the Assessed the board of county commissioners.
valuation of the county was reduced The total valuation was $3,163,800.
143. 171 to $3,700,649, and in Tax rate for county purposes, $2.oj,
from
1904, the last year of the regular re-- subdivided as follows:
Amount
Mllls.
Realized.
$ 6,327.60
2.
County School fund
5.
15.819.00
County current expense
4
12.655.20
Countv Court fund
5
1,681.90
County road fund
3,163.80
l.
Bond interest fund
8.
25,310.40
County Court HouBe and Jail Repair fund
it must i.

nailers and voters that the efforts of

i-

j

ni rie Janeiro. Oct. 22 A i.artv of
raerchants and financier from the Uni- ted Slates availed themselves of the

Offer of the Brazilian government

and
today took over a plantation at Boa
ratsa
a
Vliitu urhvrt It la IntonrlFil to
which threat- ens to revolutionize the linen Industry
in all parts of the world. The name
f the new plant is the Canhamo Bra- ::lensla l'erlni and was discovered by
Dr. Vlctorio Perino. This fiber com
bines the qualities of hemp and flax
and Its usefulness until lately was
altogether unknown. Dr. Perino dis
covered It In Its wild state in the
Coredts of San Francisco at an altitude of about 1,000 meters above the
sea level and having gathered some
seeds planted them end experimented
(With tne product at his plantation
near Roderio with highly successful
results. Dr. NIlo Pecanha, vice
of the republic. In his re
port to the government states that
fae will use every means in his power
to advance the interests of tins great
coming industry and asks the government to encourage planters by
a subvention of 30 cantos
annually for a period of five years for
the flrst. factory erected, rromineni
Members of the government say that
the industry will be helped to the fullest extent.
presi-ident-ele- ct

Jesus-rerrect-

o,

20.6
$64,857.90
Total Levy
In 1905 the boltlne renublicans were, given power by the illegal acts of
a despotic governor, and Orunsfeld was chairman. The total valuation was
$3,306,124. County levy was $2 90, subdivided as follows:
Amount
Mills.
Realized.
2.
$ 6,612.24
County School fund
5.
16.5S0.62
County current expense
5.
16.530.fi2
County Court fund
.05
1,563.06
County road fund
.75
2.479.59
County Court House and Jail repair fund
7.934.69
Bridge fund
25
824.03
Judgment fund
TO BREAK IF POSSIBLE
310.61
ST. LOUIS RAILWAY TRUST Camlno Real fund
3.
9.91X.37
prisoners
t. Louis, Oct. 22. The hearing of Boarding
2.
6,677.56
limit)..
Dyke fund (five-milthe government's suit to dissolve the Bond
26,448.99
8.
interest fund
alleged combination of the Terminal
comwhich
Railway association,
29.
$95,940.38
Total Levy
menced on October 1 before Special
Tnis tax levied at the option of the commissioners, and was not levied
Commissioner R. B. Rombauer is Bearthis year.
ing conclusion. The suit is based on before
In the year 1906, with Grunsfeld sua cnairman.
lotai net valuation,
the government's allegation that the $3,700,649.
County levy, $2.86, subdivided as foHows:
law, Is being vio
Sherman anti-tru- st
Amount
lated by the alleged monoply of car
Mills.
Realized.
rier and railroad Interests amongst County School fund
$ 7,401.29
2.
railroads. When the
it. Louis evidence
5.
18,503.24
expense fund
is finished tomor Current
4.75
17.578.08
Court fund
row the defence will be allowed ten County
1,850.32
road fund
days to introduce its defence and County
2,690.45
70
Court Houst and Jail Repair fund
When tnls evidence is taken it will County
2.40
8.881.54
fund
be submitted to the United States cir Bridge
15
..
505.09
fund . .
cuit court of appeals. It is expected Judgment
10
370.06
Real fund
that lii will reach that body in time Camino
11,101.94
3.
Boarding prisoners
for consideration at its December Dyke
2.
7,690.01
fund
term. Former Attorney General Crow
s.
29,005. lrf
of Missouri, who is senior counsel for Bond interest fund
the government, has already examined
28.6
$105,977.21
Total Levy
t
witnesses.
Here Is a chance for comparison. In Held pretends, why did the commisthe year 1904, with Gutierrez acting sioners raise some $11,000 by taxaGOVERNMENT VS. CHURCH
fcirvlM nllCSTION
and a recognized repuuu tion? If the prisoners are fed out of
..... I chairman,
. W W . V . IM ftPAIN
......
.I
laolail f A. all the general fund, as was indicated by
"
l"lalI nMm,,
Madrid, Oct. 22. During the open-- c".
Mr. Field in his speech at the opera
ountj purposes
ing session of the Cortex, the vat- - fnto
house, why are the taxpayers called
the count,
lean and the liberal government of $1.4,857.90,
and oft hat amount a l lttio upon to contribute eleven thousand
Marshall Lopez Dominguez are to
do1" dollars for a useless fund?
than twentr-fly- e
cross swords with each other. WTille
fund,
As the reformers levied the tax it
the actual separation of church and rs went into the
In 1905, with the rv ar.t chairman, is fair to presume that they figured
state in Spain, the stronghold of
using its proceeds, and when did
Catnolicl8m, is not to be immediately the great reformer, in ollice, and the uponcounty
pay that much money for
raised, as in France the program of republican party rein: lined, the total this
$2.90, and the feeding prisoners before?
the liberals is distinctly anticlerical, levy went from $2 i5 u was
greatly in
It will be understood that the law
and if ic is successful is sure ultimate- -- total assessed valuationyear before,
does not pretend to compel county
!y to lead to an open fight for the sev- excess of that of the
erance of the ties which bind the
in thiB year the court fund was push' commissioners to levy for the feeding
Vatican and the Bourbon dynasty. d up about four thousand dollars, of prisoners, but simply provides that
Meanwhile the political world is much and all the other funds increased, in such a fund can be provided, at the op
of the commissioners. It has been
Interested as to whether the Vatican fact, the taxpayers of the county were tion
merely wishes to fight for the re-erequired to pay nearly $100,000, or, to charged that Tom Hubbell had this
prerogatives, be more exact. Just $31,082.48 more law passed for his personal benefit,
of
tablushment
its
which it has permitted to fall more or than was asked of them the last year but It appears, from the official figure
of the county, that the reformers are
less into abeyance, or return of the re- - of the republican administration,
Is In It.
actionary party. Trouble Is also brew- - Is tnis ref0rm? Is it reducing the working It for all there
There are several people in BernaIng in another quarter. According to ,ax burden T It will be noticed that in
prominent members of the opposition th8 year tne fund for feeding prison-ther- e lillo county willing to feed prisoners
the year for less than $11,000.
is great danger of the extension erg lnado ltg flrst appearance in the allFigures
do not He, although, as In
of the present Carlist agitation in tnx levy, but that accounts for only a
the case of the morning organ, liars
spite of the government's declaration 8ma portlon of the total Increase,
sometimes figure, and it is plain to
attaching no importance to the move- 1
year 1906 with ., alleged
every man willing to look into the
ment.
la declared that numerous
11
matter, that the claims of reform bemears ln
bands are concentrating and
I,
ing put out by the
inhce
combine are not
founded on fact in any one instance.
liie tax levy, for county purposes,
licans win make common cause with1'Th's year It Is seen that the tax has been Jumped from $2.05 to $2.86,
the Carlists and it Is reported that the
nus gone up 10 i.BU,
i.o and is still going. This, too. In face
tier rata r annnlv nir iha movement raie
with funds to embarrass the govern- - unaer tu last year of republican al- - of an increase in the total assessed
ment. It was In consequence of this I miuimrauon, una wi iuii nuauuui. ur- valuation of about $400,000.
The total demands upon the taxpayis $105,977.21, or exactly $11,ihat the proposed maneuvers in the vi-- tnanded
ers have been terribly increased in
mre than was demanded of the every
inlty of Barcelona were postponed, j 119-3possible way open under the
mxpuyttrs oi jtt'rimiiiio couuiy uy iue
law, and even the unnecessary levy
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS. last republican administration.
I'AZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
The interest payments are supposed for feeding prisoners has been resortcure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleed to be fixed charges, but it can be seen ed to. Even the Interest fund has
ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 that the alleged reformers shoved the been Increased more than $4,000, probdays or money refunded. BOc.
interest fund up to more than $29,000. ably to afford a little Interest drawing
The boarding of prisoners fund again fund for the man in charge of the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
makes its appearance, having consid- treasury.
Tne current expeu.se fund of the
erably increased since last year, and
United In the face of this fact Field claims county has been jumped from $15,819
IK'iiartment of the Interior,
Holding
Office.
states Land
Small
i,elng made in In 19114 to $18,508, and in the former
that there ,a a Bavl
year thera was no
N?; 29.9.'for feertlnn
sheriff s office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 19, 1906. I .heirhan Mr vm..i.i ,ius mit rnnnt nrisoners which n.l.u nmro tlian 111- '
Notict; Is hereby givn that the fol- - I tha
.
i,
ttrtnr nriunn. IMltl to thi total linnl.n nf lh. lavnav- lOWibg-naillt-Claimant has filed notice I crunnto,l In hinieru rf thu mnnlv Inr th vnr- in l.io flom-uum
proof
in
intent
his
of
to make final
0IKia house speech? If this Is the
u)ijiuii Kii u in
uuiicr eeL"UUB I easo, the thousand or so dollars he
imuiuiui. bi ner panura. iiu
u
ro- west ntuuuau aveuun. IB
i(2i. aim ii oi iue Bui ui jiaivu a. loji ir,imI .n k.... l.fj.. cavoH liv
by
as
).
Stats.. 84
amended
the lo aa l)elnK taktm from tne g(.ne.ra) yai tu iu give muruugu scaip treat
ac if lelmiary 21, 1893 (27 Stats., 'und, may be more than wiped out
ment, do nair dressing, tret corns,
4. .M. ; :id that said proof will be made tne disappearance
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
$11,(
of
the
,
'
i raised lor feeding prisoners.
'
piuuuie
all gives massage treatment and manicurIn
.."-Alljuquerqiu.. N. M., on December 5, rhe amounts charged up against Tom ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
1906,
u: Jinn Garcia y Samora. ofHiihliPli ami nnl.l m him. fh coh nf of complexion cream builds up the
Cai pester, N. M., for the Tracts 1, 2,1 prtinir nrisnncr. tu inrin,lrt l.m It skin and improves the complexion,
19,
3 and 4, becton
Township 11 mnoarx fr.mi iiuu nsnrpa that
and Is guaranteed not to be injurious.
North, lUnge 6 East.
'4edine of nrlsoncrs is now tiald from Sne also orepares a hair tonic that
cures and prevents dandruff and hair
he names the following witnesses
hind.
to prove his actual continuous ad- mother
If there is such a saving as Mr. tailing out; restores lire to dead hair;
possession of said tract for
removes moles, warts and superfluous
tits?
ttv.'nty years next preceding the sur- hair. Also
face powder, a freckle
'f the township, viz: Francisco,
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of theje preparations
V miU'z, Leonard Skinner, J. M. Bkla
ere purety
vegetable compounds. Have Just adnt i and
Marctllno Crespln, all of Car-- iJOCS VOUt tdCC
,
I
I
eiiU-rN. M.
ded a vibrator machine for treatment
Any person who deslrts to irotost
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
M Hinst the allowance
It Is also used for rheumatism, pains
f sald proof,
r(l,KS
4.:
tio knows of li y substantial rca
and massage
H'vutirciunpii-v.-iofaiUil
worn?
low,
anil
inn under the laws and regulations
isn't Kiinii ith ami transji itvnt as .n Torments of Tetter and Eczema Alv i...: i.
department why suer
' vhould nut le alloweil will bi
wi.ulil like it t.
layed.
ll.l.AN'S : l.'.i itching characteristic
.i an oppo.t'inl'y at the above-The inti-nsXOL1A HALM.
No w
an ihv.1
of ecyema, tetter and like skin disntioiied time and lai-- to cross ex
'
wlicj
iKl:
nml
old
wurn
will
use
this
.
i:ic the witnesseb of
eases Is instantly allayed by applying
claimant
larn.hss,
.
' o fTor 'Videiice in rebutLal ol ful licjuiil
f'lKiiiiberla.n's Halve, and many se.
apjilkil ami iniHikililv tu iklei-tu nultte! bv claimant.
l.'...vere ca.vs have been permanently
MANL'KL H. OTFItO.
cured by its e
For stile by all
Register.
fl;
drugi;its.
1- -
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MONDAY.

The BEST
of all Lmimexits
In Use For Over

MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
8 MEXICAN
I MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
I MUSTANG
1
LINIMENT
EXICAN

MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
i MEXICAN
MUSTANG
I LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
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Successors to

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
everything
We

ktep

In Heck to outfit the
most fastidious bar complete

Have bsen appointed excluslvs agents In the Southwest for Jos. 8.
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and St. Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone'
Green River, W. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Monl
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us troni the best
lufrifa,
Distilleries nnd Breweries In tbe Uul ed States, call and tnnpect our
Stock and Prices, or write for IKustrated Catalogue and Price List,
Issued to dealers only.

rnr M:i:p sr..Trr r.i::s

axd i;ui;
:

IT PI'XLTRATLS Ot iCiv.

The Message

NO PAIN SO T'KEP THAT

nn itachi::)

nnd KOl'TED BY TTIISOL!)
ED

TIM

T.

From Home

EM VS Y.

good roK sTirr jo;:;ts

Is more apt to strike a responsive chord at this season than at any
other. That's probably because you've had a prosperous season and
your thoughts are with your folks and former friends "back east" or
"up north," and there is a yearning to visit them and again see the
old familiar places. If you've an attack of "homesickness"
tis not
a serious malady, but it ought to be humored) write me at once for
particulars of our Home Visitors' Excursions to be run October 23
and November 13 and 27.

WOr.NPS, AXD ALL OUTWARD AILM ENT of bOCi

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS U CHAFES.
c.
:c.,.-.0nad $1 a BOTTLE.
IIEAL3 OLD rORES AXD
ULCERS PERMAXEXTLY

T. E. PURDY, Agent,
The Atchison Topcfca & Santa Fe Ry.
Albuquerque, N. M.

One sad oae-thlr- d
fare lor round
trip. Minimum $10.00.
On sale Oct. 23 and Nov. 13 sod
27. Thirty days limit.

WHEN ALL ELSE PAILS.
CURES SPAVIN", AXD IS
EQUALLY GOOD for RING-BOE & HARNESS SORES.

X

THE

SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
PAINS OR BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.

TAKE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

NO SUBSTITUTE.

First and Marquette

Alboqtierqae, New Mexico

GREATEST EMERGENCY.
LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.
QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
AND SCALDS.

5

2
M

The POOR MAN'S DOCTOR
TOR ALL INSECT BITES.

IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FKOZtiN LIMBS, CHILBLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS
OF ANY KIND.
POSITIVELY Cures PILES
HAS BEEN THE

STAND-AR-

LINIMENT for OYER
SIXTY YEARS.

Contractor and Builder.
Outside Building Orde rs Solicited and Work
Guaranteed
First-Clas-

Albuquerque,

References Given

NOTHING has EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FOR
FROST-BITEIT GIVES
SURE AXD PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

KEEP

ITWirillN REACH.

A Perfect God Send
That Albuquerque is Blessed With Gas

FOR RHEUMATIC PAINS,

INFLAMMATION. STIFF
JOIXTS, LUMBAGO, Etc.

FEW DROPS,
FEW RUBS
AXD THE PAIX IS GONE.
A
A

YOU COULD'NT

HUY A

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT BY INSTALLING A
GAS HEATER AND RANGE. COME PAY US A VISIT.
WE WILL BE DELIGHTED TO SEE YOU AND WILL
CHEERFULLY SHOW YOU OUR COMPLETE LINE
OF GAS HEATERS AND RANGES.
ALL SIZES, ALL
KINDS. WE HAVE JUST THE ONE TO 8UIT YOU.

BETTER LINIMENT IF
YOU TRIED IT'S THE
BEST, AND NEVER FAILS.
GOOD FOR MAX. BEAST
AND POULTRY.
CURES SORE THROAT.

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th AND GOLD

PUT A TEASPOONFUL IN
A HALF GLASSFUL OF
WATER & GARGLE Often.
LSO RUB THE OUTSIDE
WITH THE LINIMENT.

A

TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.

rrET

RATES the FLESH.
GIVES OUICK RELIEF
AXD A PCVITIVE CURE.
MECHANICS NEED IT ON
THEIR WORK BENCH
EOR PAINS ACHES
SOKE MUSCLES.

KOdKdKKdC
iFaywood

PLEASANTLY 8ITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.

Hot

OVERCOATS.
overcoats
for
rni''.!eenied
t'.ea;. at HosenfU'ld's, the pawn
er 1,. man you can trust.

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES

Springs

:ONEY

AILMENTS.

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DfcOPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FIRST

See Santa Fs Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

I New Mexico

CB

Danger From the Plague.
There's grave danger from the
plague of coughs and colds that are
so prevak-in- .
unless you take Dr.
King's New IMscovery for ConsumpMrs. Geo.
tion, Coughs and Colds.
Wall, of Forest City, Me., writes:
"It's a Godsend to people living lu
.climates whero coughs aud colds prevail. I find it quickly ends them. It
prevents pneumonia, cures la grippe,
gives wonderful relief in asthma and
hay fever and makes weak lungs
strong enough to ward off consump60c and 11.
tion, coughs and colds.
Trial
Guaranteed by all druggists.
sale bottle free.
o

A

I

CURES DIABETES.

THERE IS NOTHING SO
GOOD.
RUB IT IN WELL

brok-

UP THE SY8TEM.

BUILDS

AXD

Forefathers.

I

N. M. $
5

CIT-ADE- L

An Awful Cough Curea.
"Two years ago our little girl bad
a touch of pneumonia, which left her
with nn awful cough.
She had spells
of coughing, Just like one with the
whooping cough nnd some
tliouuht
...
'ull.l
..It
"w 1.ni'lllll UUL nn,
nvn ttL 1111.
Cl ..nil
got ft bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy, which acted like a charm.
She stopped coughing nnd got stout
anil f;it." writes Mrs. Ora llussard,
lirulaU. r. ill. This remedy is for
sale by U:l druggists.
I

s.

GOES TO THE VERY
OF FAIN AND PUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.

The LINIMENT of our
.

A GIOMI.

WMOLKBALr DCALCRB IN

APPLY THIS LIXIMT'.XT

itcaxxot

19C6.

Cbas Mellni, 9jcretarj
Bucbechl. Tressnrer.

MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

nn.vu:::

rnc.M-.-:-

22,

Consolidated Liquor Company

AITLIKP Tw CI TS
axiiall on:x worxi s.

cfh'i:? ocicK

OCTOBER

O.

FAYWOOD,

1

look fresh,

J. D. Eakln, president
O. Gloml. Vice President.

60 Yea

-

'

mnninMrrimiinMii

CITIZEN.

MEXICAN

THAN ANY OTHER EVER KNOWN IN THE HISTORY

CARRIER MONOPOLY NOW

EVENING

urn

Citizen Want ad does tho work.

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN 1JROTIIERS

SANTA FE,

FORTY-EIGHT-

-

H

-

NEW MEXICO

YEAR

BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, 1906

BRO. E. LEWIS. PRESIDENT

MONDAY.

BILLY
STOP! LISTEN!
cm
YOU NEVER HEARD
OF THE LIKE BEFORE
A

"wiit

"FyT

";

I

RANGE WITH

FIVE-HOL-

WARMING CLOSET,
OVEN, TWO GRATES, WATER
BACK OR RESERVOIR. '

$29.00
$26.00

ON TIME

CASH

Dm EMMONS
J. The
Furniture Man
Corner Coal ind Second

PROBE SANTA FE JOSEPH B.

FORREBAT- -

BOTH

PHONES

1Y0

IS ENDORSED

ING

HEARTILY

Furniture Dealers and

CITIZEN.

PACE SEVEN.
MERCHANT

Q2G.QQ

X

EVENING

ALBCCJUKRQUB

1906.

22,

OCTOBER

Former Fellow Citizens
of Santa Fe. Where He
Was Commissioner.

By His

Rail-

road Officials to Face
at Los Angeles.

Fed-eralJu-

ry

Joseph B. Mayo of Albuquerque has
Santa Fe freight ofll rials must appear before the United suites grand been nominated for the position of
jury at Los AngtleB and tell what they county commissioner by the regular
republican convention of that counknow about rebates.
The Santi Ke Railway company has ty. Mr. Mayo was for many years a
been giving rebates to. furniture, agri- resident of Santa Fe county, eugaged
cultural Implement and other shippers in mining near Golden. He was the
manager of the Old Reliable Mining
is the charge.
General Freight Agnt Barnwell and company, which operated extensively
City Freight Agent T. W. Pate were in that region for several years. The
subpoenaed by the United States Mar- property which had been purchased
by the company became involved in
shal's forces.
Merchants who must appear are litigation about six years ago, and the
Barker Brothers,
litigation is not yet closed. This
company, Pacific Purchasing company, caused a shutting down of the works
Angeles Furniture company, Niles and a removal of Mr. Mayo from this
Pease Furniture company, all furnit- county to Bernalillo county.
ure Arms; Newell Mathews company,
While a resident of Santa Fe counCalifornia Implement company, the ty Mr. Mayo was respected, popular
California and the Pioneer Truck
and Influential in republican politics.
and others.
He served a year and a half as county
United States District Attorney Os- commissioner by appointment of ex- car Lawler declined to discuss the Uovernor i Bradford Prince, during
subject, but it was learned the move the years 1891 and 1892. That the
has been contemplated by the depart- - people of Bernalillo county may know
nvent of Justice for some time.
something of the man who has been
Agents of the department "nave been nominated for an Important
office and
collecting Evidence, and it is asserted who asks for their votes on election
ample testimony is on hand to procure day, the New Mexican publishes the
inoictments by the federal grand Jury. following biographical sketch of the
Tne witnesses are ordered to bring candidate:
witn them all of their hooks, receipts, Mr. Mayo was born of English par
and any 3nd all documents bearing on ents, who had come 'o this country
the subject.
In the '30s, In Elizabeth City, state
It was said by those Informed, that
New Jersey, in 1844. He was edu
before the matter Is concluded the of
in the public schools oi his naSouthern Pacific and other railway cated
town and received a liberal edu
companies will be brought. Into the in- tive
cation at Ijincaster college, a branch
vestigation.
of the well known Rutgers college in
m
that state at New Brunswick. Upon
RESIGNATIONS AND CHANGES .
reaching manhood he entered the silON NEEDLES DIVISION ver
tableware factory of his
in
The report has reached tins city Newark. He learned this father
business
or
that Trainmaster O. Meadows,
the and remained therein until 1885,
Needles division of the Santa Fe, has he Invested In mining property,when
in
resigned his position, to take effect at southern
county, coining
Santa
once, and that Conductor Wilder, of thence to GoldenFeto make that min
the Arizona division, has been named ing camp his home. He left his
as his successor. Wilder Is well known brmlie'- In charge of the factory in
among local railroad men. and was New Jersey,
and to operate the busiformerly on the
Limited between ness there, retaining
Interest
Needles and Los Angeles, says the therein as he desired to an
give his enSan Bernardino Sun.
tire time to his mining investments in
When Trainmaster Meadows was
territory.
While In Golden he
transferred from San Bernardino last this
much for the development of the
spring, It wag then rumored that he did
mining
of that camn and
would never return here, and that employedinterests
many men and miners at
when he left Needles ho would prob- goo.l wages,
at certain times
ably leave the employ of the road. over 100 menhaving
the employ of his
Where he expects to go is not known. company, the in
Old Reliable Mining
This is followed by the appointment company.
of John Galivans as permanent trainDuring
last five years Mr. Mayo
master of the Los Angeles division, has been the
with headquarters in San Bernardino, where he a resident of Albuquerque,
has Invested in real estate
he having been performing the duties
ever since the transferring of Mr. and in private banking. He has a
residence where he and
Meadows to Needles. It will also mean handsome
family reside and has become thorthe permanent appointment of Whiter oughly
identified with the best interHeed as road foreman of engines at
ests of the Dub? city.
this point.
S. it. Wall, formerly
roundhouse Indebtedness Lessened Under His Administration of County Affairs.
foreman at Barstow, who went to
Wihle serving as county commisWlnslow as master mechanic some
months ago, will return to Needles in sioner of Santa Fe county he was
the same capacity, while W. A. elected chairman, and made an excellent record in that position. DurUecrge, who hag been master
at Needles, will go to Winslow ing his administration, county affairs
were economically, honestly and carein the same capacity.
.
fully administered and the best inFireman Fall of the Lake Valley-Kineo- terests of the people were heeded
run had a narrow escape from and considered in all official transacserious Injury on Thursday night of tions. The bonds of Santa Fe county,
last week by being pretlcipated
to which had been Issued in aid of the
the ground from the cab window as old Texas-Sant- a
Fe & Northern railthe train was pulling Into the Klncon road from Kspanola to Santa Fe, and
yards. The fact that the train had which then amounted to $150,000 in
slowed up for ihe station is probably
all that saved his life. The fall was
occasioned bv the arm rest of the
engine breaking. The accidenr was
not seen by the engineer and Fall
was r.ot missed until several minutes
after, wtn-be dragged himself into H
tne sistum.
H
Mackie-Frederic-

Is

"Keep innocency, and take heed to
the thing that Is right, for that shall
bring a man peace at the last."
A pathetic story comes from
a story of the most fascinating
human Interest, of unselfish deeds, of
thought fulness of others, of brilliant
succe-se- s
and sad twilight hours.
The man is one who in the hey-da- y
of his prosperity gave freely ot his
fortune for the cause of kindness
and for the wiping away of tears.
Today, with two of his children,
broken In health, very close upon the
verge of a last resting place, he is
wailing patiently In poverty and distress lor the one clear call.
The man Is Billy Williams, once
the minstrel king.
Born In Dublin, the son of a successful and wealthy physician, he ran
away from home, came to New Orleans and in time took up his chosen
profession. He was an intimate of
Dan Rice, the famous clown and
acrobat; of Jim Hayes, the dancer;
of George Thompson, who wrote "Old
Black Joe, and of many other fa
mous men of that time, and with
them Billy Williams sang and danced
himself into the hearts of countless
thousands.
But great as was his art, it was far
exceeded by his generosity. His ben
efactions aggregated more than $100,-noWhen the dark days of the fev
er plague smote all the southland, he
gave $21,000 to the city of Memphis
alone, and to another district he sent
900 barrels of flour, costing $5000.
He inherited a fortune of $85,000
from his father's estate, and with
what lavish hand he gave of it is
written down only in the remem
brance of the recording angel.
When, in New Orleans, the plague
was at its worst, and children were
being buried in trenches for lack of
coffins, he purchased and brought to
the city ninety coffins for the little
ones whose hearts were so much like
his own. It is doubtful whether in
his whole career thete came to him
a single cry for assistance that was
generously
not answered promptly,
in the sweet
and unostentatiously,
name of charity. His name became
a household word, and was loved not
only in the south, but through the
civilized world. Pope Ieo XIII.,
deeply Impressed by these acts of al
most unparalleled goodness of heart,
o.

-

n

GREAT

HEART

To-pek- a.

com-panif-

io

WILLIAMS.

j

bonds and about $60,000 In unpaid
coupons and the issue of $150,000 In
bonds, and aliout $80,000 in unpaid
coupons to the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway company, for construction of its line from Umy to
Santa F"e, were refunded under his
Interest,
administration,
the
and
which was 6 per cent, was reduced to
$GO,000
6 per cent.
About
of other
bonds bearing 8 and 7 per cent were
5
per
cent bonds
also refunded into
at the same time. This was done
after the legality of these Issues had
been declared by the territorial supreme court In a suit In which several taxpayers of the county of Santa
Fe endeavored to prove these issues
illegal and invalid. The settlement
was a good one for the county and
had the property owners and taxpayers paid the interest on the new issues at the time, as they should have
done, the enormous debt which now
oppresses this county would not have
accumulated.
His Record in This County of the
Best.
Mr. Mayo was a candidate on the
republican ticket for the house of
representatives In 1890, and was fairly elected, but was swindled out or
his .seat by election frauds and by
being counted out. His record in
Santa Fe county as a man, as a citizen and as an official, is of the best.
His experience in public affairs, his
career as a successful and energetic
business man, the fact that he is a
man of the best of habits, liberal and
fair to those whom he employs and
in every way worthy of confidence and
1. . . . . I 1 ln.li... II... ........I.i
I..i.f..r.i.iiit
fuuui;; I lit!
Ifiririiiiui, fiiiuuiu
of Bernalillo county to elect him to
the position for which he is a candidate. If chosen, he will serve them
faithfully and well: his past, record is
proof nositive of this assertion. New
Mexican. -

UPSTAIRS,

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.

.AINU..

My merchant tailoring shop Is upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed
as I have had fifteen years' ex-- ,
perlence in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Indies' garments
slso cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.

arness

M

CM

at Reduced
Prices.

O. BAMBINI,

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A rJoTION THAT fiPRINA l
Tue nui v
TiiVIE TO BUY
BUGGY. THAT NOTION
IS COSTING
THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET U8
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

White House Restaurant and
Lodging House
MEALS

AT ALL HOURS

BAR

Albuquerque Carriage Company

IN

CONNECTION.
No. 209 South First Street.
Opposite Santa Fe Depot.
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.
BILLY

Corner rirtt Gtrttt snd T(Jtros Avenue

The New York Saloon and
WILLIAMS,

had struck a me ini rr
Inscribed, and this the aged minstrel
wears to this day.
Then his health broke. Physicians
ordered him west. In 1900 he went
to Denver, and for Beveral years conducted there a theatrical school and
exchange. At last his old trouble returned with
redoubled malignity.
Misfortunes showered upon him. His
wife lies between life and death in a
St. Louis hospital. Five children are
with her, and they have scarcely the
necessities of life.
This is the story.
IX you think this is the
end of
Billy Williams? No. Kind friends
are trying to do something for him,
and surely an
Spirit will
see to it that the man who gave so
freely of his own for others will not
be permitted to come to his last hour
in unhnpplness and want.
Prate 'of your stately buildings
erected In the name of charity, wonder at your glorious facades and halls
dedicated to the cause of learning,
acclaim the
who
gives a tithe of what is his for the
dissemination of knowledge and the
perpetuation of his name hut think
with pulsing heart and with eyes
clouded with tears of love upon the
minstrel, Billy Williams, and the golden deeds of such a life.
"For the end of that man Is peace."
All-Wi- se

Albuquerque

Rooming House
315 South Second Street.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
One Block From Depot and Two
Blocks From Pottofflce.
P. ZITO, Proprietor.

BAN ON
TO THEE

Smith, traveling auditor for
'he Harvey sys'em, returned to the
city this morning from Dcming, wliere
lie relieved the Harvey manager at
that place while the latter attended
e masonic wrami
i.ouge Mi' clings
in tuts city.
G.

M.

m

to. W. Mct'onley, auditor of the
Fp coast lines, is registered at
Alvarado,

Saila

ie

Wounds, Bruises ana Burns.
By applying an antiseptic dressing

te wounds, bruises, burns and like injuries before inflammation sets in,
they may be healed without maturation and in about one third the time
1..
1...
.,(....,, Th,i n uuniiiiviii,
ii J luc ..11
' wij ui
.iliais tks greatest discovery anl triumph
f modern
surgery.
iiaiiiher ;un s
Hula Balm acts on this si'me priuci- v

pie.

It ia a n n n I i..?l

nn'l v hon

a
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Rico Hotel and Bar
No. 111 North First Street
DINELLI & LENCIONI, Proprietor.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Meals From 10 Cents Up.
Lunches
Put Up for Travelers.
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
Gpf ral BgilcTtog Sopplies
SCREEN DOORS

PIONEER BAKERY

Both Phones

BALLING, Proprietor
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON
WEDDING

CAKES

i
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Third and Marqucttt

SPECIALTY.

A

We desire patronage ar
antee first class
207 South First Street,

VISIT OUR
NEW STORE
212 NORTH SECOND STREET

e guar-

il

imi-'ng-

.

.uquerque.

WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

THE

LATE8T

Carriages, Buggies,

SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
LIVERY,

Roundabouts, Etc,
Harness & Saddles,

lp

l.

J. KORBER

KILLthe COUCH
CURE thi LUNGS

and

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

&

CO.,

ALBUQUKRQUr, NEW MEXICO

Dr. King's
Wow Discovery
WITH

New York dispatch, of recent
date, Bays: Bishop John J. Cdhnor of
the Newark Catholic dlorese hm nine.
ed an interdict on the hymns, "Nearer
My God. to Thee." anil "lead Klnrtlv
A

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

Prlet

ONSUMPTION

Light." The first hymn is tabooed al60o1.00
FORCOUGHSand
together, while the latter may be sung
OLDS
Fret Trial.
only after service.
and Quickest Cure for all
Blshon O Connor has sent this or- THROAT and LUNG TROUBder to the rectors of the various
LES, or MONET BACK.
churches In his diocese. When seen
in nis emscooal resldenca in South
Orange today, the bishop said:
"The rule of the church forbids the
Williams' Indian Pile
singing of any hymn or anything else
SDr.
will cure Hllnd,
E
and Itching
js noi part or tne liturgical serPiles, llabsorl the tumors.
vice, and of course 'Nearer, My God,
Iluya the ltchlnif atonre, acts
a immure, irvcs liiKtnnt re- to Thee,' Is no more a part of the serWUllums'lnrtlnnl'ileOlnt-infnt
vice than is 'In the Sweet Bye and
1 lift Dr.
Mnninart'U tor 11 leu and lu-Bye.'
Aside from the church rule,
Kvcry box la
lni of the private piirta.
warranted. 1W dnitrffUtR. by mull on re
this hymn is purely sentimental, and ceipt of
prlro. f.( c. nt. and Sl.OO. WILLUfoS
I can See no reason for its rnmllMnn.
MANUFACTURING CO.. ITop. Cleveland. Ohio.
'Lead, Kindly Light' is an appeal for
FOR SALE BY 3. VANN & SON.
spiritual iignt, but then there Is no
cause for singing it In our churches."
The liturgical service la In
but the singing of an English translation of a party or liturgy or psalm is
sanction.
What
The two hymns now excluded have
been sung frequently of late. "Lead,
Kindly Light" was written by Cardinweary
al Newman before his conversion to
Catholicism. Jt was President
favorite hymn.

m

iai

(

m

work!.Hi

COMING
November
November
kansas."
November

6.
8.

EVENTS

Mahara's MinBtrela.
My Friend From Ar--

"''"

to

take

I

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

j

THIRD STREET

Thos. F. Keleher

Moat Market

Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
c
Brushes and

All Kinds of Fresh

and Salt Meat
Steam sausage Factory.
PMII If I CIMUinPT
Maeonlo Building, North Third Street.

Jap-a-Ia-

408

W.

j j

Railroad Avanua

B. A. SLEYSTER

MAUGER
VJOOL
with Raaoe

W. E.

REAL ESTAT- EPUBLIC.
Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

INSURANCE.

NOTARY

Room 6,

&

Mauser.

Office, 115 North

First 8L

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

L.

'',

"

M.

TOTI A OR API

H, SHOEMAKER

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Haft
Grain and FueL
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liqnora
packed
Furniture
and crated; gaso
and Cigars. Place your orders tea
line and gaa stoves repaired.
this line with os
NORTH THIRD STREWS.
Next to Walton's drug store, Bout
Third street.

General Repair Shop.

7

care

of
Beveral fires.

And how
do
eo, when modern HOT
WATER or STEAM
systems warm the house

strange

Iif

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

Surt

"My

M.

that people

throughout by the
same amount

of coal
ordinarily burned by one
stove.
IDEAL Boll.ri and
AMERICAN Radiators.

STANDARD

PLUMBING

.ND HEATING CO.

0. W. Strong's Sons
8TRONQ BLOCK.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL K STATU,
LOANS.
Automatic phone 461.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bolldlaa

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Fairrlew
Baota Barbara Cemeteries.

and

A. E. WALKER,
riRE
INSURANCE.-

MONUMENTS
201 211 N. Second

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco,
All Kinds of Fresh Meet
100 North Broadway, corner of Wm
lnston avenue, Albuquerque, N ml

-

St.. BoU Paenaa.

Secretary Mutual Building Aseoeia
tlon. Office at 217 West KaUrua.rf
avenue.
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its Location

H

lliU to such injuries, causes thrm to &
heal very quickly. It also allays the
pain and soreness ami prevents any B
ilasger of blood poisoning. Keep a
btite of Pain l'.alin in your i;ome n

ana It will save you tinin ami money,
wt to mention the Inconvenience and
safertog such Injuries mtail. For
sale bv all drujs'sts.

iv
i 4

Machine Works

I.

multi-millionai- re

BISHOP IMPOSES

Foundry and

HALL, Proprietor
ft.
Iron and Brass Casting; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; laaftlan.
Pullers, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa rroau !
Buildings.
Ropmlro on Mining mnd mill Mmohinory m pofat
foundry east side ot railroad track.
Alaaaerte, m. m

uwm BRBBBBBBBBB&BBHBHBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBflBBBBBBBBBHBHflBBB

The Santa Fe Is now returning to
Mexico many of the Mexican laborers
shipped into the country during the
spring and summer for railroad work
inree car loads went south through
ihe city Friday night, two more cars
vit!i passengers
n board train No.
"7 fl.iuiruiiy night anil last night's KI
I'aso train carried a like consign
runt, all en route to their native land

0

first-clas-

14 The maid and the
Mother at 70.
Mummy.
mother has suddenly been
November 15. Uncle Josh.
made young at 70. Twenty years of
November 26 Uncle Tom's Cabin.
intense suffering from dyspepsia had
December 10 The Holy City.
entirely
disabled
her, until six
December 14 King of Taiumphs.
ago,
months
when she' began taking
December 29. Hooligan's Troubles.
Electric Bitters which have completeDecember 31 My Wife' Family.
ly cured
her and restored the
strength and activity she had in the
prime or life," writes Mrs. W. I
tm I to t
1tvVJ dlrlirM..iilUluulioDt.
of Danforth, Me. Greatest
U Imt.tiuo. or ulamkiu
restorative medicine on the globe.
of mil com mibruN,
. """"V
Sets stomach, liver and kidneys
...
ur pui.OQUUi.
(u,
pright, purifies the blood anil cures
CUCimHll.oMold by DnnUi
malaria, biliousness and weaknesses.
Wonderful nerve tonic. Price fOc.
T"oVibiOTa.,or
9& CUooW
Guaranteed by all druggists.
soal on Miwn,
A Young

CO00CCK)KKOK)

TAILORING

IS Sl Mll.KS SOUTH OF Al.liUQUER-Qt'i- :.
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION-OTHE MAIN
LINK OF TIIK SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING
KANSAS
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EST TO SAN
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO.
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1.01)0 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
14f FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
PEI-E-

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS

20

FEET WIDE.

COME

TO BELEN, H.

MvaMaaBnwMBaaaMaMaajauiMHaBa
Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
OLD SHADE TREES;
PUBLIC
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $10,000; CHURCHES;
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
COMMERCIAL
PEOPLE; SEVERAL IJVROE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE HELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY: LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BEI.EN IS THE LARGEST SIilPI'lNG POINT FOR
WOOL, FIXJUR WHEAT. WINE. BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
Tlii" NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

The Belen Town and

losoacoreooooiotioioeofoev
KMBO t O 9
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JOHN BECKER,

o-O-

O

B
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WM. M. BERBER,

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN.
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
MODERN
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASA GOOD.
AND
HOTEL
S,

OF LOTS ARE 1X)W AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
DEEDS.
WARRANTY
PURCHASE
OUR

Im-

PRICES

ONE-THIR-

D

S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ON'E
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
P,es,

Ke00OeoeeoaKeoe0eJ
Keeeooooaoeooo
A Railway Center

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES. IK
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

Sscf.
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

LOCAL, AND

PERSONAL

5

The Cut nolle Ladies' A iil noddy
will kIv HK'ir d : id the r. sidcnce
North Kdllh
of Mrs. K A. Tessicr.
p.
street. Tmvslny. from 2: .'.) to i
in. Kvery one corniall;- Invited.
:

WHY

REASONS

SHOULD

YOU

OUR

BUY

SHOES

-

Tlu Socorro and Varsity teims are
mat. Moil, the ime at Traction
urk Satunlay will In- quick ami snap-- I

tvenli-

the niont prominent feature In
STYLE First, last and all the time
our shoes. They have the snapuid fitfish to make your feet look
out as well dressed.
dainty and Klsle
I

'u

FIT Snug around the ankle to hold your heel in place, close fitting
over the Instep and under the arch to properly support and rest the
foot, roomy enough for the toes without any surplus leather to form
unsightly wrinkles. No lreakln in required. Easy from the start till
they are worn out.
'PUsitrti
put together
skilled workmen make our shoej wear and hold their shape.
Solid leather and first class

QUALITY

-

by

finding.?,

It-iiyfi?!"-

Shoe, for

'

Boys and Girls

$1.00 to $2.75
1.50 to 5.00
130 to 4.00

Shoe and Slipper for Women
Shoe and Slippers for Men

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at F. P. Trotter'
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we
procure toe best manufactured.
e find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
aos.

118 and 12J South Second street.

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

Tha Greatest Fair Has

Passed Into History

yet be found many
choice bargains, which we wish to dispose of In order to make
WATCHES, STERLING
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY,
SILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC., ever offered to the good people
ARCH FRONT, where can

We still exist at the

of Albuquerque.

The

Co.

Hkkox-Maynar- d

New Mexico's

Leading

Jewelers

Band In Your Watchaa for Rapalra
SOUTH 8ECOND STREET.

THE ARCH FRONT.

ALBUQUERQUE

GO.

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad A venae

No

Waste Fuel

The Wilson Hot Blast Heater is so constructed that it burns into actual heat every ounce of
coal and every bit of gas. There is no waste.
Not only does it cut fuel bills in half,
but it gives greater heating power
than any other heater know."..
Start a fire in a

WILSON

HOT BLAST DOWN DRAFT

j iAimUUi,.

HEATER
and it will be roaring in iiVc minutes.
The perfect damper system enables
you to keep fire for 30 hours.

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

SOLE AGENTS
E23
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Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Jevmlry, Cut Class, Clocks. H'vtyhti;&rauu A SQUARE DEAL.

w

-

'.

luld a
The coinitx
short session this afiemoon to hear
complaints from persons owning land
which will he cros ed by Williams
street. A large iimiicr of the property
owners protect the r.ppr.'ilsi'im tit of
jii un acre put upon their land.
A valuable draft horse- belonRing.to
V. I.. Trimble
Co.. dropped dead
In his stall nt the stables on North
morning. The
Second street this
cause of the nnlnul's sudden end Is
unknown. Fifteen niinutes before It
died it was apparently In good
and its death Is a mystery. Another cose of "heart failure."
Several students from the Varsity,
under direction of Trof. Cadby, have
surveyed the foot ball grounds and
completed bleechers for the same with
Socorro at Traction park Saturday.
A Valencia county deputy sheriff arrived In Albuquerque this morning
with a warrant for Dan Duffey, who
was taken Into custody here following
the receipt of a telegram to Chief of
Police McMllIln. Guffejr la wanted at
Uekn for obtaining goods under false
pretenses and the deputy will return
with him this evening.
Mrs. Neill B. Field, wife of Attorney
Field, has gone to Chicago on personal
business. Miss Nina Otero of Santa
Ke met the lady at Lamy anl uccom-pnnle- u
her on her trip to Chicago.
A telephone message from Iios Lun-a- s,
rceeiverd here last night, save the
t.
information that Mrs. Simon
who had been seriously ill during the pant week, was c;.nv&lesoing
and would he up and around In a few
days.
Ir. Wittwer of JjOs t,unns Is
the attending physician, but during
the week Dr. I'earce of this city was
Mrs. Louis
called into consultation.
Trauer of this city is at the bedside
of her sister.
Ketncr of
Mr. and Mrs. Palmer
Gallup were Albuquerque visitors
yesterday. Mr. Palmer is one ot the
leading merchants of the Carbon city.
Will Keleher, with the Hluewnter
Pevelopment company at Wuewater,
N. M., was among the prominent
Knights of Columbus aft tiding the ceremonial session held here
yesterday.
Rev. Ernest Moser of the I.iitlu tan
church leaves this evening for New
York, where he will meet and marry
Miss Mary Stoldt, who Is now on her
way across the broad Atlantic, coming
to America from Holstein. Germany.
The wedding will take place on November 2. Kev. Moser and his bride
will spend a few weeks In the east,
and re turn home the latter part of
November.
A regular meeting of Woodmen's
Circle will be he! dtomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock r.t Odd Fellows'
hall.
Ed. Qulckel and Jacob Korber left
Saturday night on a business trip to
the Pecos valley.
The proposed practice shoot of
Companies E and O, New Mexico National guard, did not occur yesterday
owing to the prevailing bad weather,
and Adjutant General Tarklngton, wh"
was done from Santa Fe to witness
the shoot, returned home yesterday
morning.
Miss Nina K. Lanison returned to
Grants last night to resume her work
as teacher for the Congregational
church mission. This Is Miss Lam-son- 's
ninth year at the San Mateo
mission, which is near Grants.
Simon and L. H. Stern, two of Aland
buquerque' leading merchants,
thoir families returned to the city this
morning from a visit to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Price of Socorro.
The members of the Baptist church
and congregation are invited to spend
this evening with the pastor, Rev. J.
W. T. McNeil, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. C. I). Goff, 219 North High street.
C. T. Brown, the mining man, has
returned to his home at Socorro from
visiting the American Mining con
gress, which met in Denver last week.
Miss Celeste Keith has returned to
the city from a pleasant visit to relatives in the south'.
Attorney H. W. 1). Bryan expects to
leave this evening for Douglas, Ariz.,
to attend a Y. M. C. A. convention.
J. A. Mahoney. dealer In hardware
and furniture, and the undertaker of
Denting, was among the prominent
Knights of Columbus who sat around
the banquet board at the Elks' opera
house last night.
William K. Mulligan, ono of the
American Lumber company's chief
men inu the logging camps in the
Zuni mountains, Is in the city confer
ring with the conmanv officials.
No. V passengtr train, last night,
Irom the east, was several hours late
in reaching this city, and in conse
quence of the delay a stub train was
sent south. It is learned that the No.
con-iiitlo-

PRICE In our own inferest Is Invariably the lowest consistent with
good quality. We not only want to hold, but we want to Increase our

trade.

l

mvitr

Jm

Neu-stad-

EVENING

CITIZEN

7 cntnp very mar having a head-o- n
collision with N". 2 from the west between mh V!iis and Raton, the two
trains coming to a Standstill in time
to avoid the clash. It Is also learned
that Rovenil n's broke loose from
train Nn. 7, mul In backing up to maka
conni etion a coai-- or two were more
less damaged, and 'he postal route
.;ent slightly injured.
Geo. W. nustoii. charged with forg-tia;i order l"r a rallrlad ticket to
Mc.ntana, withdrew a former plea of
not guilty mid b ad guilty today ns
chart;) d. The ioiirt took the case unawaiting to learn
der nthls-emcusomething of t In record of Houston
previous to the late forgery. MoitRton
tclcisraph operator and forged
was
the name of the general pisseiiKor
agent of the Santa Fe to a telegram
ordering a tieke: for himself. The offense wan commit ted nt the local station July 1:;. u'.
Jesus S Carcln. deputy collector
and treasurer of Torrance county,
with hendiniafers at Esta.icia, is In
the cliy today on business.
Mrs. Getirne M, Cunillff has arrive. I
from Boswiirib, Mo., to be In attendance at the bedside of hei daughter.
Mrs. J. H. Cainsloy, who is reported
seriously 111.
The New Mexican InslstR on having
Mr. and Mrs. .1. O. Chadboiirne on the
Pecos. fl They have ont left Albuquerque fur several weeks: not since
the middle of the summer.
be a meeting of St.
There
John's guild at the guild hall at 3
o'clock Wednesday afternoon. There
will be Important business and a full
attendance Is requested.
l

11

THE

E.

L

MONDAY,

may think jou can get
along very well without a rdano. but If
you will consider a moment you will
realise that with ft thoroughly good
piano In your home there Is musical
enjoyment for you without end.
A good piano will mako your home
twice ns n'tractlve, provide unlimited
pleasure for yon and your friends, besides furnishing a safe Investment
that has little depreciation because of
the hlth reputation each make we sell
enjoys.
Isn't it a mistake. to put ofT owning n piano any longer,
especally
when flier;' Is no reason under the
Fun for the delay?

YOU

may select, for that

4

guaranteed

Coal and Coke

YOUTHS'

SUITS,

14 TO 20

YEARS, $8.00

TO $27.00.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

It Will Pay You to Trade With
NORTH FIRST STREET

TELEGRAPHIC

Railroad and Copper A ve.

MARKETS
HEATING

STEEL RANGES

COOKING

AND

!0c&

5g,

Spelter,
St. Louis

Oct.

22.

St. Louis Wool Market.

St. Louis, Oct. 22. Wool steady.
Territory and western mediums, 23
27 cents; fine mediums:, 18021 cents;
fine 1416 cents.

SI 8,00 and up

LARGE

ARTICLES
ABUNDANCE

IN

ASSORTMENT

5c

--

ft
O
4v

-

.

&

THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES
Miller and National Ranges,

Home Comfort,

Mi

MORTUARY
Silverio Valencia n native. liil of
stotitach trouble at his home in the
Highlands at 3 o'clock this morning.
He is survived bv a wiiinw nnrl inlit
cnildren, four of whom are boB.
Mr. aiencia was 53 years old. His
fuuerai, directed by B. K. Adams, will
ue nciu tomorrow morning at 9 o clock
from the Church of San Feline de
Neri. llurial will be at Santa Barbara
cemetery.. The deceased was a painter by occupation and was in the em
ploy oi c. A. Hudson for a number or
years.
.

A

1

Hardware, Crockery, Harness, Saddles
Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, Oct. 22. Cattle receipts es
ti mated at 28,000. Market strong for
best, others steady. Beeves ?4.10
i.o'i, tuwg aim neiieis
siockers and feedtrs, $2.504.50; Tex-an- s
3.754.3l: westerners fS.OOW
5.80; calves ?6.007.75.
Sueep receipts estimated at 32,0ihj
Sheep l3.50Q5.4O;
market jSteadv.
lambs 4.C07.65.
Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Oct. 22. Cattle re
ceipts 17,000, Including 12.000 south
erns strong to 10 cents higher. Native
ttets, 4.25G.75; southern steers,
'2 80j4.25; southern cows $2.00 3.00,
native cows and heifers $2.00& 5.00;
tockers and feeders $2.8004.60; bulls
2.201i 3.10; calves $3.00(&6.50; western steers $3.50(54.35; western cows
$2.25 03.75.
Sheep receipts 7,000; strong. Mut
tons $j.505.75; lambs $5.757.75;
range wethers $4.iMifi 6.00; fed ewes,
$4.O05.15.

STOVES

With Reservoir and
Warming Oven

Spelter, firm

JSU.20.

Round

Oak,

National

and

&

Healing Stoves.

COAL

Peninsular

HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
GET OUR PRICES BEFUKL BUYING

Q

WHITNEY COMPANY,
The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest

19

OOC - WAH - JACK

PLUMBERS AND
TINNERS

ii'ijk

Agent:

Winchester Arms and Ammunition,
Hercules Powder and High Explosives.

Albuquerque,

Shoe polishes, the kind that not only
113, tIS, 117. South rirat Btraat
New Mexico
improve the Iooks of your shoes but
401, 403, North first Btraat
makes them wear longer. Laces for
high or low shoes, shoe brushes and
daubers, cork, leather or electric insoles, J.amb Wool slipper soles for
men, women and children at C. May's
shoe store, 314 West Kallroad avenue. THE HIGHLAND LIVER
tickets bought, solo Highland Rooming House
BAM BROOK BRO., Prop:
There will be an Important meeting
MRS. M. E. KEINDL, Prop.
of the St. John's Guild on Wednesday, LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY,
Transactions
October 24. at 3 p. m.
ACROSS
THE RAILROAD
Cuaraataad,
The ''Sadie" for mountain parties and
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
FOR THE HUNTERS.
at spprbl rates on week dayB.
Imck calls
I I 8 W. R. R. Ak'
ac Auto Phon, 604.
No. 112 John St. RQSENFIEl D'S,
New Building, New Furniture, Steam
r.u,. to iiiic
Loaded shells
Heat and Everything Connected
Hunting coats
HOME-MAD$I.2T
S.'e to
FEE'S
Leggings
With the Place Brand New.
4Tc CANDIES, AT
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
WALTON'S DRUG
Cotton flannel liiud, canvass gun
ROOMS BY DAY, WETK OR MONTH
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
STORE.
cases
50c.
Target rifle cartridges
15c
Stevens .22 ritles
$2.25
Uini oil per can
25c
T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Manager
SOLOMON
U NA,
ILI UM MclNTOSH, President
Japanese grass hunting suits, a
g
perfect blind for ducks anil

n.n AsXi

geese

just

-

$1.00

Stevens single-barrshotguns
$5.50
Cordon double barrel 12 gauge shot
gun, genuine twist barrel. Till-gu- n
will stand the heaviest
charges of smokeless
powder,
we
and
offer it at a bargain .$15 "0
THE MAZE,
Witt. Kieke, Propr.

YOUR

For the
Best Line of

CREDIT

lili

KREAM

KREA

Pif in

IS GOOD WITH

II
E

MAHARAN, 516 WEST RAILROAD
YOU ft FAMILY
FOR $1
PER WEEK.

4

SUITS,

DOUBLE-BREASTE-

$3.50 TO $7.00.

co

Ask for JAFFA S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

RANGE FROM $4.50 TO $8.00.
BOYS'

Whoftmlm and ft at all

WHY PLANT THE SEED VARIETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
"SEEDLESS
APPLE"
ORCHAR )
AT SMALL COST? N. W. ALGER,
124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.

All prices from $1.00 up.

PARTICULAR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE
OF BOYS' RUSSIAN SUITS WITH KNICKERBOCKER TROUSERS AGES 6 TO 16.
PRICES
DISPLAY

Beat American Block
$6.50
Hard Nut Coal
8.50
Larger Slzea
9.50
E IS BURGLARIZED
Domestic Gat Coke
6.00
$2.25
Green Mill Wood, per load
Dry Mill Wood, per load
2.75
3.00
Sneak thieves entered the E. L. Factory Blocks, per load
Medter home, 10(12 West Tijeras ave- Also Native Stove Wood and Kindling
nue, bttween 6 and 7 o'clock SaturIn Alt Sizes.
day evening and made away with a Phones Black, 280
Auto. 416
Aold watch and a silk scarf belonging
to Miss Mary Spaulding, who is a
guest at the Medler home. The house
was unoccupied at the time, Mrs. Medler and her friend belnj down town
shopping, and the thieves gained
by breaking the lock on the
K.tclien dour.
That the culprits did
t:ot take more property was probably
i.ue to the ritura home of Mrs. Medler niout 7 o'clock. As she entered
115-11- 7
by the front door, the thieves left by
the rear.
Between

Ak for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and taka no other.

white and fancy colors.

The Entire New Line is now on sale and embraces the choicest goods which could be
purchased in New York City

H. HAHN & CO.

.

We have just received a complete line
of Sweaters for men and boys, including

THAT'S WHAT IT PRACTICALLY AMOUNTS TO.
WE SOLD OUT OUR ENTIRE LINE
OP BOYS' AND YOUTHS' SUITS, PREPARATORY TO
ENLARGING THE DEPARTMENT AND THE BUYING
OF A BETTER AND MORE COMPLETE STOCK
FROM A NEW YORK HOUSE.
LAST SUMMER

awav.
When you next go shopping why
not call here and Belect the piano that
suits you?
Awaiting your call we are
Verv respectfully,
LKAItNARD & LINDICM ANN,
200 West Gold Avenue.
New Mexico's Largest Piano Buyers.

IV.

1906.

Boys' Clothing Store

by us.
If there is any .other reason we
'lon't know of it. and if you will come
In and tell us what it is we be'ieve
we will be able to clear the difficulty

n

.3

Is

22,

A BRAN NEW

you
Why
Not because of termn, becius" wo
have told you again and ngain that
payments may be arranged to meet
your wishes. Not because of nny
doubt about the quality of the piano
v hi

OCTOBER

H e Woman's Exchange Is the only
place in the city, where you can always buy
d
goods. Try our
i' - l.t. ed on paprus pie plates. Wo- n an's Kxchango,
4ol West Kallro;d
avenue.

mm

in Albuquerque
See Ours
A!

home-cooke-

FFE'3 GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
'AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

MclffiTQSH HARDWARE CO.
MSI

f

